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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, I will detail and analyze the production design processes for
National Lampoon’s RoboDoc, written by Douglas Gordon M.D., filmed and produced in
Orlando, Universal Studios and Ormond Beach, FL, as experienced through the art
department. The direction of the thesis will be based on how a background in
architecture and theatre guides the design motivation(s) within a production team for
film. My documentation will include a process journal written throughout the production
of the film to include design meeting topics, research and design inspiration, sketches,
budget and location concerns, coordination of scenic elements, crew team coordination,
paperwork, and thoughts on working within the art department team as well as working
with other teams of production. Photographic records will include pre-production
allocation and storage, load-in scenarios, set construction, and final design in set and
set dressing. Final comments will be based on a personal evaluation, evidence of my
progression throughout the production, and how an advanced focus in design through
education and practice affected the project.
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INTRODUCTION
North Mercy Hospital is overwhelmed with uninsured patients, understaffed and
stressed doctors, insurance companies, and healthcare moguls whose only concern is
money in the bank. In response to cutting costs even further, RIP Healthcare
Corporation has developed the perfect solution – a robotic doctor with the computer
capacity to contain all of the known medical knowledge to date, MD-63 also known as
RoboDoc. Since RoboDoc is incapable of mistakes, the robot faces the worst adversity
imaginable. Jake Gorman, a medical malpractice attorney makes his living suing
doctors, making him incredibly famous and extremely wealthy. With the use of his
power, he finds assistance within the hospital to bring about the demise of RoboDoc,
ruining affordable healthcare for all and saving his own career. However, RoboDoc and
its comrades are prepared, and through the personal guidance of Dr. Mills, RoboDoc
stocks its developing hard-drive with something no book could ever teach – human
emotion. Rather than respond to the world around it as it is programmed, RoboDoc
begins to develop a proactive consciousness all his own, enabling him freedom of
choice.
RoboDoc is a comedy about acceptance and of the relationship formed between
man and machine as new technology is integrated into daily life. It is the story of how a
new technology, in this case a robot doctor, is initially met with confusion and mistrust.
Throughout the story, we see those misconceptions develop, beginning with mistrust
and turning towards hatred. But then we see the mindset of the staff and patients
change. They become aware of the need for such a technology and begin to
1

understand that the benefits far outweigh any preconceived notions that their lives will
be anything less than what it is. Interestingly, the people alone do not adapt to the
technology. Rather, the technology, or robot, adapts to mankind in a shared
compromise. Emotion plays a significant role in the story as it enables RoboDoc to
become human, to make his own decisions. I think it notifies the audience of the
importance of emotion in our daily lives. We should concern ourselves less with being
perfect, for that is the job of technology, and focus more on being human.
My task in making this film was initially as Art Director. Because of Union and
paperwork issues, the Production Designer needed to use the title ‘Art Director’
throughout production of this film simply in order to work. Hopefully that will change
once the final credits roll, but this prevented me using the title Art Director, and instead,
I used the title Assistant Art Director. Many times throughout the thesis, one will notice
titles such as Production Designer/Art Director or Art Director/Assistant Art Director.
This is in an effort to give credit where it is due while respecting the rules, at the time, of
the film. Having had no prior experience in film, I felt quite comfortable claiming a
different title than intended. Additionally, throughout this thesis, I will capitalize titles
and departments in an effort to prevent the use of real names. Because this is very
much a personal process from my experience and viewpoint, I feel it is important that
the people behind these titles remain anonymous. Though the film was a collaborative
process, this thesis is written from my perspective alone.
Typically, the Production Designer refers to a person responsible for the overall
design and look of the film. This person, from pre-production on, collaborates with the
director, producer, and director of photography to help establish the visual needs of the
2

film. They are also the head director of the Art Department. The Art Director usually
supervises set construction and painting, alterations to existing locations, sign designs,
coordinates scenic artists, painters and carpenters, properties, and other trades within
the art department. Because of budget concerns, many of these tasks were a shared
responsibility between the Production Designer/Art Director and me (Art
Director/Assistant Art Director).
I was hired for the film because of the need for an Art Director. My background
in architecture, and recently in theatre design, apparently was the perfect combination
of skills and knowledge to begin as an art director for film. I wanted to test that notion to
see if there exists any truth. And since film was one avenue of entertainment design I
had always wanted to experience, it was an offer that I could not pass. I wanted to use
the film as an experiment for thesis because it combined the skills of an architect and
scenic designer so well. The fact that the film was produced and filmed in Orlando and
nearby Ormond Beach made the process all the more convenient. This thesis is a
detailed analysis of the film production design processes for RoboDoc as experienced
through the art department. It is also an experiment on how a background in
architecture and theatre design guides the design motivations of an art director and
production designer within a production team for film. I do this not wholly from a
personal gain in a film career, but as a gain in theatre education as well.
Theatre is about the human experience. And since we spend most of our lives
indoors, we also spend a majority of our time living with architecture. Therefore, it
stands to reason that architecture and an education in architectural history, design, and
replication plays a huge role in the theatre experience as well. I find some similarities
3

between analyzing existing works of architecture and that of play analysis. Some of
those similarities include: given circumstances, time, place, society, economics, politics,
and culture. Although in theatre, play analysis structure includes more steps, I found
that structure of analysis useful in examining the screenplay for RoboDoc.
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PRE-PRODUCTION

Analysis of the Screenplay Structure
Foundations of the Plot

The overall situation in which the actions of the film occur, or the foundations
presented are quite simple for this particular comedy. The basic nature of the film is
derived from general frustrations with the healthcare system and the mechanization of
patient care. Theoretically, the script asks a question, presents a dilemma, and then
answers itself by the introduction of a robot doctor whose sole responsibility is to usher
patients through the system as efficiently and effectively as possible. However, the
human response to such a technical ‘solution’ is a direct correspondence to RoboDoc’s
nature – that he is incapable of emotion. The rest of the film is devoted to bringing
about an enlightened understanding to RoboDoc, a sense of his humanity. And in the
end, everyone gets exactly what they want and/or deserve – the classic happy ending.
Though it has gone through much change within the past year (2006), the
screenplay RoboDoc had been in development for a number of years. Arising perhaps
as the writer’s personal response to his career path and also as a response to firsthand
knowledge of the complexities and ills of the healthcare system, I believe the true focus
of the film must not dwell on the writer’s disdain for such realizations so much as his
desire to place himself in a different world. This, of course, is the world of film,
entertainment, acting and performance. It is not surprising that the medium in which the
5

writer and the film follow is that of comedy. How different is the rigid, serious attitude
towards medical practice lightened by the free humor of comedy? If read as a
sociopolitical commentary of modern medicine, it makes sense that the story is placed
in contemporary times. Since the film is intended to be presented on screen and
recorded onto video, it should represent itself and the time to the viewer. Based on
social agendas and new technologies of modern medicine, could the film exist perhaps
outside this decade? Feasibly the action could happen within the relative future,
realistically not in the past, though the film is not meant to be taken seriously or even
realistically. For example, a robotic doctor capable of pouring coffee from its finger and
lightning-speed surgery is absurd despite our advances in technology. However, it
seems to work within the script.
The film presents a flawed healthcare system, but it also presents a character,
which, though not human, is expected to do what many would consider the impossible –
work 24 hours a day without making a single mistake. The emotional evolution of the
robot, the fact that he must be taught emotion, has strong implications that the character
represents us, that we have become quite robotic ourselves. We, who are expected to
work endlessly without fault, are the observed of this time. But the amount of emotional
evolution taking place is limited to the physical time of the film – a presentation of
perhaps a couple of hours, maybe less. Since the viewer is spared long breaks in time,
the film is very high-paced. This allows the comedic elements to strike the audience
with distinction, as a lingering script would only deflate the comedy. Therefore, action,
cuts, pans, and dialogue are all happening rather than real-time, something more
idealistic. In a way it, is almost robotically rhythmic in speed. As in most film
6

presentations, what we see onscreen for those two hours represent something more
like compressed time. In terms of design this presented challenges of placement and
coordination. Preparations and pre-production lasted a month and a half. Filming also
occurred in a month and a half. With such limits on time, many of my tasks depended
on experience with coordination which I gained through architecture and theatre. And
for me, the skills helped organize time with place of making the film.
The physical environment of this film is generic and meant to be so. Perhaps it
was for marketability. Or perhaps it was for reasons immaterial to the story to include
any specific regional vernaculars. Since the target audience is middle-America, the film
shows us Anycity, USA. Simply stated, it could be anywhere and should be anywhere.
Though the film locations were chosen for production conveniences, the story’s location
is meant to be anonymous. Geographically, the film was produced and most exterior
shots took place in and around Florida. However, the inclusion of any regional
distinctions, for example certain architecture or landscape qualities (i.e. palm trees), is
unimportant to the story. However, the specific location of the film is of major
importance to the story because close to two-thirds of the action and setting take place
inside a hospital.
My understanding was that, initially the scenery was to be constructed. And this
would allow me to use my skills as an architect and scenic designer. But set
construction was a severe, almost impossible financial burden given the budget, so that
idea was scrapped very early. However, circumstances proved favorable when an
actual hospital was found for the location. Fortunately for the film, a whole floor slated
for future reconstruction was available, enabling the production crew much needed
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space for filming while separating their activity from the working floors of the hospital. I
am not sure if finding the hospital was excellent planning or coincidental luck, but I
believe that without it, making the film would have been put on hold. Interestingly
though, the hospital was located only a few hundred yards from the Atlantic beach, so
exterior shots needed to exclude any beach defining features. It must be noted,
however, that even though the hospital location’s main function was to fulfill the most
basic pragmatic concerns, it unintentionally offered itself as a physical representation of
the repetitive rhythm within the script.
The architecture of the hospital, based on much hospital research and my own
understanding of design standards for the medical field, proved much like any hospital
one would visit anywhere in the United States. It is not surprising that the standard
repetitive rhythm of room after room, neutral colors, fluorescent lighting and such, fits
well within the overall assertion of the mechanization of modern medical practices.
However, within the script itself, one begins to see a glimpse of the ‘human’ element or
the essence of what makes us biological/emotional entities. These aspects surface
within the fabric of the story and are represented best in set dressings and props. The
use of character personality from the script helped with set dressing by adding details
which beautified and personalized spaces within a place that embodied efficiency.
Similarly, interior design in architecture employs the character of its inhabitants to
achieve personality.
The social groups together within the same environment deviate a bit from
traditional stories, because throughout the script, there is a defining exclusion of family.
Family is one of the most common social groups, and its absence in RoboDoc may
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emphasize the deficiency of this social context within our contemporary world. Family is
reconstructed in a way as our culture has redefined family today. The main character,
RoboDoc, does have a father in a sense, and this is represented by his inventor/builder
Jason. However, Jason’s responsibility towards RoboDoc is quite different than that of
a conventional father or mother, whereas RoboDoc is less like a ‘son’ and more like a
professional obligation. Any notion that Jason is a caring and nurturing creator is a
direct reaction to his career, for without it would jeopardize his job security. Friendships
also seem disconnected. We have some camaraderie amongst the physicians in the
hospital, though their interactions lack depth. I am not sure this is meant to largely
represent the social context of the script. I am more convinced, through personal
observations of the writer, that this more of a direct reflection of the writer’s own social
disconnect, an awkwardness stereotypically given to those of a technical, scientific
mindset. So it is not surprising for me to notice such implications within the script.
There is also a lot of emphasis on social hierarchies - CEOs, hospital directors,
physicians, nurses, etc., somewhat of a chain of command. This again, I believe had
less to do with the story and more to do with the writer’s own familiarity and
understanding of social standards in his world.
Economically, social hierarchies are represented best rather than in societal
terms. Within the story, we first have the RIP Headquarters, financers of this miracle
robot whose creation would enable significant financial gains. Then there is the attorney,
Jake Gorman, who seeks to destroy this robot’s reputation thereby succeeding through
lawsuits. And finally, we have the doctors themselves who would likely be eliminated by
this robot doctor, or they would be no longer useful because of new medical technology.
9

Interestingly enough, what is not mentioned are the people who, based on this story,
would benefit the most from such a medical and technological advance. A robot doctor
that needs no pay, sleep, food, or any other necessities would drastically reduce the
high cost of healthcare. Therefore, the script fails to delve into any benefits RoboDoc’s
creation would have for the common good. While this hypothesis could be argued,
upon analysis of the story, however, what is presented on screen are the unfortunate
consequences RoboDoc’s creation would have on the medical profession – total
unemployment for physicians. This is where, I believe, the writer fails to recognize the
larger picture. Instead the script examines the wellbeing of doctors along with their high
salary and job security. This is where I believe the film may not connect with the target
audience of the general public. After all, what does middle-income America care of the
unfortunate fate of such a small percentage of wealthy doctors? Then again, perhaps it
is nothing more than the skewed comedic attitude that will draw audiences. Would any
concern for the greater needs of the public have any impact on and audience at all?
This comedic attitude really takes a gigantic stab at our political system as well,
distorting the intentions of our judicial process. Throughout the story, RoboDoc’s
character is treated by his ‘colleagues’ as human, and RoboDoc even stands trial as if
he were human. However, his end punishment for the blindness he imparts on the child
‘victims’ is something rather inhumane. RoboDoc is subsequently sentenced to death,
or in this case recycled at a salvage yard, for his perceived surgical mistakes. But the
idea that a machine would actually stand trial is absurd, which makes me believe that
RoboDoc’s trial is nothing more than a vehicle to introduce ‘blind’ justice to the story. In
the end, the film presents the court system as anything but impartial, incapable of
10

making sound judgment, and easily influence by corrupt lawyers. One could argue that
this is nothing more than a reaction to present day perceptions of the court system.
What we see are familiar court stereotypes that one might easily find in any given
weekend political editorial. It is also something I would easily expect from a film such as
this.
Because the story, though cleverly adorned with slap-stick humor, lacks any
indication of true intellect and culture, it is difficult to comment on as a whole. It seems
that scientific prowess is regarded here with intellectual reverence; however, that is not
always the case. Formal education and training does not necessarily go hand-in-hand
with intelligence, good judgment, or wisdom. Physicians and surgeons, though highly
trained people, can, and do, make mistakes. So the story presents medical blunders
almost as if to say that, though we expect and demand zero mistakes from the medical
community, that they are human after all. Since this is a comedy, perhaps intellectual
depth cannot be appreciated nor would it even belong. The so called ‘highest’ minds in
the story (the judge, the doctors, and the lawyers) all seem rather adolescent at times in
action, reaction, and interaction. I have a couple of theories as to why there is a lack of
intellect. One is that the lack of intellect may better relate to a general target audience.
The other theory is that the writer may have misjudged the intellectual capabilities of the
public, opting to exclude complexities, least he alienates anyone. Thus the audience
treats the work as adolescent. I am undecided on this, and it remains to be understood
completely until the film premieres.
The world of the film exists where the gods and unseen forces controlling all
characters are actually human constructs of administrative, political, and interactive
11

rules. These regulations, however distorted, affect the conduct and mental attitude of
each character much in the same way any rule binds constituents. We see, with humor
no doubt, much criticism for administrative and political patterns of regulation. All seem
to want some change for the better, any change in fact. However, it remains to be
defined what method brings that change or even what that change might be. The
characters of the film do more towards confronting the world in which they live rather
than actually altering it. But at least the question is recognized and the characters’
placement in that world is understood, however little progress they make towards
transformation.
There is little indication of a past in this film other than the previous relationship
between Dr. Mills and RoboDoc’s predecessor Robert Dockery. As the brother of the
late Robert Dockery, RoboDoc’s creator and inventor, Jason Dockery, uses his
deceased brother as a template for how RoboDoc should look. Hence we have the
name Robert Dockery edited to spell RoboDoc. This resemblance, though noticed by
Dr. Mills after meeting RoboDoc, is not as pronounced as I would expect by Dr. Mills.
At least it is not quite evident within the script. We do not see a heart-stopping moment
when they first meet to the degree that one would expect. However, what little
indication the audience is given of a past between Dr. Mills and her dead fiancé, it does
foster a closer than expected professional and personal relationship between Dr. Mills
and RoboDoc. Although their relationship remains without sexual contact, thankfully,
perhaps it is included as a manipulative play on Dr. Mills’ personal essence. She is,
after all, the quintessential nurturing feminine energy desperately needed in such an
alpha-male world of medicine. Her presence adds balance.
12

Plot: Physical and Psychological Action

Since the film deals little with what has happened in the past, other than the
relationship stated above, and little consideration of what is going to happen in the
future, the plot can be summed up by what is happening. Externally, or physically, what
is taking place is a lot of chaotic action used to introduce the story to the audience. This
introduction includes quick clips of what each character is doing in the here and now. It
is simply a means of progression until RoboDoc makes his entrance. The rest of the
film is devoted to RoboDoc’s personal interactions with patients and hospital personnel
as well as the antagonists who seek to destroy not only his reputation and abilities, but
his existence altogether. Externally the plot is very simple, fast-paced, and humorous.
Perhaps it is rightfully so considering the specified audience and timeframe.
Though physical action is the main draw of the script, psychological action
cannot be ignored for it concerns the mental and emotional lives of the characters. A
significant portion of the script is of RoboDoc’s evolution from a total reactive machine
to a proactive, emotional being. This is perhaps the only indication of a ‘what is going to
happen in the future’ of the film. It is understood by the end that his caring development
continues; how it continues remains to be mentioned. However, we see, as the film
progresses, more than just RoboDoc’s growth. We see his colleagues’ acceptance of
his placement in their world, that they begin to see his presence as a positive rather
than a negative. Dr. Lauren Mills releases her unnecessary connection to her dead
fiancé. Attorney Jake Gorman, the shrewd conniving, malicious personality that he is,
finally gets what he deserves. Dr. Callaby, the uncaring one, is forced into exile to a
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Third World country to provide charitable services to the unfortunate. And Mr. Bottoms,
the heartless character; his heart dies, literally. All individual psychological
developments within the characters may seem banal, but collectively the script gives the
viewer what it expects, what they need and maybe what they want to see. The good
classically overcomes tribulation and wins while evil is purged and faces consequences.
It is a very simple structure what one might expect for a comedy onscreen. Since it was
the creation of a stand-up comic, the story is about the comedy rather than the
characters, per se. But, of course, the film could not possibly stand on its own in the
absence of structure; neither would an audience pay to see random clips of otherwise
funny individual events.
Plot: Progression and Structure

Because the script lacks scenes and acts such as those in traditional theatre
scripts, its progression and structure are one in the same. But as in theatre, the story
still employs points of attack, inciting action, complications, crises, climax, and
resolution. The beginning establishes characters and common scenes, what they do,
how they do it – essentially the good. We have the anticipated arrival of RoboDoc,
hence the title of the movie, and immediately following we see his opponent Jake
Gorman with his less than subtle trickery. Later we are introduced to the sexy vixen,
Fonda Cox, honestly more of a male distraction than anything but funny nonetheless.
Then we have RoboDoc’s rejection by the hospital staff – those wary of and prejudice
toward change. And of course we see the plotting of the scheme against RoboDoc by
Gorman and Dr. Callaby. This is followed by RoboDoc’s sabotage, his perceived failed
14

surgery, his trial and ruin, then his immediate success. In the end, characters meet
their deserved fate, good or bad. Structurally diagramed, it might look something like a
bell-curve with a few consistent threads of development as it is less a story of other
stories. Though it cannot be said that the story, in the Aristotelian sense, is simple, as it
employs recognitions and reversals, it is simple in the contemporary notion because it
lacks depth. Again, though, this structure works well given that it is a film comedy.
Rather than devote a lengthy analysis of each character within the story, the
main focus of the film is, after all, RoboDoc. However, since he is not human, it is
difficult to pin analytical qualities such as objectives, conflict, willpower, values, traits,
and other subjective complexities. RoboDoc, throughout, has no consistent objective.
Though it is perceived that he might have tendencies to becoming human, he is nothing
more than a robot doing exactly as instructed. It is the people themselves that really
desire the quality to become more intuitive and caring individuals coexisting with
technology (the robot). Behaviorally, RoboDoc is quite robotic, precise, and focused.
But the robot reflects what we expect of each other and what is expected of doctors and
surgeons. But we find that it is increasingly difficult to relent to such perfection because
inevitably we find ourselves as something other than human. That presents a conflict.
The developmental scenario I see here is one that the human element needs to be less
concerned with being perfect, for that is the job of technology. Similarly, technology
should become more human-like. I see a strong willpower between the two to balance
and find a middle-ground. This of course, is totally contingent on how much
compromise either must share.
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What is shown in RoboDoc’s character that is a human trait is his overwhelming
innocence. He is almost child-like in his indifference to his reality, questions nothing,
answers everything, and accommodates all faultlessly. This nature is totally consistent
throughout even in the end as he is led to his execution (recycling). We even see a very
human willingness to remain alive. And this is what can be called independent
consciousness, the moment of self-awareness and self-destruction. Perhaps, in the
end, RoboDoc’s professional and platonic relationship with Dr. Mills as well as his
involvement with saving children’s lives propelled his character forward into a proactive
entity capable of thought.
As far as the idea of the film, the title does not directly reflect the meaning or
conceptual ideas given within the script. Being a single word, however, we are not
given a message within the title itself. But it does allude to the fact that what we can
expect is something mechanical, precise, and infallible. I must mention that this is my
interpretation based on my own perceptions of the title RoboDoc. Therefore, I expect
and anticipate something robotic, a robot, maybe even biotic as we have seen in films
such as RoboCop. The film also mentions other words, places of business, and even a
name for a country that collectively allow us to feel connected because we are
comfortably given a reference that reflects the world in which we live. Because we can
connect easily to the timeframe given, it allows us to place ourselves within the situation.
It seems that the larger idea of the film raises the question of, what happens when
people are forced to confront the unknown, in this case technology (a robot), and do
they manage to work with or against it? Whether we who view the film are in the
medical field directly, we are generally and indirectly aware of hospitals. But much
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more so, we are conscious of technology’s placement in the everyday. Most can relate
to what might happen when you must learn a new program - you have to change
patterns. What happens when you purchase new technology - you must adapt. As
much as the technology is there for the user, a dialogue must initiate between the user
and the used. I am not sure that the writer would agree, possibly stating that it is
nothing more than a spoof on healthcare and the legal system. However, closer
examination reveals an overwhelming idea of our coexistence with technology.
What makes this film, in my mind, successfully targeted towards the general
population is its dialogue. The film is quick, humorous, visually witty, and its dialogue
compliments that well. Conversation is informal and relaxed - what one would ordinarily
expect from anyone day to day. As much as scene changes adjust to allow the viewer
a different perspective, dialogue also changes accordingly where certain professional
jargon is used. Some words used throughout seem to make light of our own overly
serious nature in the everyday. But because the comedy of the film and its quick witted
speed is quite different than dramatic theatrics onstage, I view the dialogue differently.
It is difficult to analyze dialogue, in this sense, separately from information we gather
visually. And because of a variety of rapid scene changes, it is not unexpected to notice
the same of conversation. But because of the speed, the dialogue lacks depth and
abstraction, therefore, the dialogue is nothing more than a vessel, along with the visual,
moving the viewer through the story.
I have been using many words such as ‘high-paced’, ‘speed’, and ‘quick-witted’
as a means to define the visual and conversational aspects of the film. Traditionally
speaking tempo refers to the frequency of information. James Thomas speaks on this
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in Script Analysis for Actors, Directors, and Designers. “When a sequence of dialogue
is crowded with information about plot, character, or idea, the inner tempo is slow
because there is a large quantity of information to express. When such information is
scarce, the content is thinner and the inner tempo is swift because there is less for the
mind to dwell on” (Thomas 147).
This film is full of information, although it lacks complex ideas. And this
information moves quickly throughout the film. Given the plot, one might find that a brief
moment away from the actual presentation might disorient the viewer later. Perhaps
this is nothing more than the writer’s attempt to maintain the audience’s attention.
The Style of the Film

Stylistically, though it was not originally written exclusively for National Lampoons,
the script follows among the same path as what one might come to expect from
National Lampoons. The humor is very slap-stick, almost so stupid that you are forced
to laugh. I think that in conjunction with the distribution name of Lampoon’s, being
marketed under that specific name, gives the audience what they will come to expect.
Is it designed to make the audience think? Perhaps the answer is no. But, given any
insight it might divulge on the mechanics of modern healthcare, if any at all, is read as a
bonus though I am certain that is not the intention. While the film is not written in some
foreign, esoteric language intended on impressing the audience, I do believe the script
is tragically one-sided and overwhelmingly devoted to consumer appeal. But then again,
selling is after all, the end goal. High philosophical art it is not, but it is not intended to
be. I think the writer is quite capable of producing a higher form of comedy, a work that
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says more about his world and delivers larger punches. But would this appeal to the
mass market? I think in the end, the writer highly underestimates the general audience’s
intelligence. Perhaps we see a bit of cliché egocentric physician attitude by the way the
work is delivered. Without the luxury of seeing its premiere in final form, one can, after
all, only speculate. Until then, audience reaction is left to my imagination.

Contextual Research of the Writer
Born in Brooklyn, N.Y., writer and producer of RoboDoc, Doug Gordon originally
began his career far from the entertainment world of film and comedy. After completing
his undergraduate degree in physics at Vassar College, located in Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
he enrolled in medical school at State University of New York, Syracuse. Afterwards,
he moved to Canton, Ohio to finish his radiology residency at Aultman and TimkenMercy hospitals. Lately, in conjunction with writing scripts, performing stand-up, and
producing, he practices medicine at Cape Canaveral Hospital in Cocoa Beach as a
diagnostic radiologist. What drew him into medicine was MRI, otherwise known as
magnetic resonance imaging. He believed his creative thought process involved the
visual and that and he enjoyed his visual expeditions deep inside the human anatomy.
Perhaps as an escape from the rigors of medical school, Gordon also began
exploring comedy. For one who must delve into the particulars of the human body,
what of this existence is not comical? Writing humor columns for student magazines at
his various institutions, he began to gather ideas for a comedy-sketch routine. And thus
the idea of ‘Comedy Night School’ was born.
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While practicing medicine later in the professional world, Gordon maintained a
lively interest in comedy. His thoughts and interests became a reality when he decided
to take three weeks off work to pitch his ideas to Comedy Central and its distributors.
While listening to his defense all the while wondering whether Gordon had enough
material to sustain multiple episodes of video, Gordon responded. He brought to the
meeting two large garbage bags full of videotapes from all over the country and the
world. Apparently that was enough to not just convince his new-found producers, but to
convince him to further explore comedy as, not just a hobby, but a career. And so
began his role as producer and co-host of the half-hour ‘Comedy Night School’.
What made his first run so successful was his reliance on word of mouth, a
website, and the invitation to anyone with some sense of humor and a video recorder to
submit videos for television exposure. Unlike many spontaneous works presented in
popular television shows, Gordon’s material was all scripted – anything on everything so
long as it remained within a three minute per segment time limit. Much of the work he
gathered was from a growing pool of willing talent with nowhere else to showcase their
edgy, late-night suitable, work. Though much of the submitted work was unusable,
some had parts funny enough to use, thereby increasing his pool of comic resources.
It was not before meeting Donald Tynes, television producer and part-time film
instructor at Florida Metropolitan University that the relationship was forged, founding
the way for larger projects. The relationship worked well in that Tynes needed new
material, and Gordon needed someone to produce his written work. Thus they formed
Gordon-Tynes productions based out of the back lot of Universal Studios in Orlando.
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Eventually Gordon-Tynes production of ‘CNS’ was picked up by National
Lampoons, forging a relationship between the two. With solid production from relatively
high ratings from Gordon-Tynes along with the nationally recognized name of syndicate
National Lampoons as distributor, the possibility of creating larger projects became a
reality. Having the creative desire to produce a feature length comedy and the stable
backing of National Lampoons, Gordon began writing the RoboDoc script. Gordon,
having had the extensive medical background in education and practice along with his
stint in comedy, enough material was there to create a comical exploration into the
seemingly ridiculous world of health insurance.
Though the setting and time is ambiguous in placement, it relates to the decades
old issues of healthcare – something that perhaps will remain a significant concern for
many years to come. What makes this particular project potentially attractive to many is
that it occurs in no definitive place. North Mercy Hospital could exist in Anytown, USA.
Though its target audience is intended for middle America, it does seem to have a
consistent underlying humor targeting those who are devoted to the health-care field.
So it can be argued that though the economic circumstances of the script are most
sympathetic to, hospital workers and their trials with healthcare organizations, it cannot
be ignored that parts of the film will appeal to the average person. This is based on the
general consensus that most have had or will have some experience with the
healthcare system – most of us are born there and most will die there. Perhaps this is
what makes the idea of the film universal or at least relatable to the general public. The
film, though it remains currently in production, comes at a time when many news
headlines include, almost daily, some reference to healthcare reform. So given the
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aspects of media appeal and healthcare with the entertaining vehicle of comedy, this
film, though unintentionally, makes a statement in social, economic, and political terms.
The movement, perhaps not progressively, at least makes the attempt to draw attention
to the issues that medical institutions must deal.

Analysis of the Screenplay in the Course of Training
In analyzing the film based on character and setting, many ultimate decisions
were dictated by the two producers, one of which was the writer himself. And since,
unlike theatre, where the designer has almost free reign to develop and nurture their
designs in a closed environment, this film, and perhaps film in general, proved different.
That is not to say that character and setting analysis was not a driving force in
determining set design and dressing, but in this case, the approach was a bit different.
One part is determined by the scene notes which were written with much intention
throughout the script. For any questions on such notes, we had the luxury of having the
writer available, for the most part at all times. The second is location, what we had to
begin with, our limitations, and what it offered in return for us to work with. Location, of
course, was also controlled by what was available at the time, budget to acquire those
locations, and so on. Many factors were involved, such as budget, props allocation, set
dressing availability, what stores were around, and even what those stores had to offer
at any given time – which always changed. So, while in theatre where you are given a
blank black space where the design can be brought to life in a controlled environment,
this film had many outside factors affecting it every day. In theatre, gut-instinct ideas
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about design, space, and character in the beginning, often have some relevance to
what the designer creates in their final iteration. In film, character and setting evolved
along with the process, corresponding frequently, daily, sometimes hourly to outside
influences. So a design may look quite different than what was originally planned, some
scrapped altogether, and this continued almost up until the final shot. Therefore, it
seemed that outside influences played a larger role in the outcome of designs in this
film than what I had experienced in theatre.
This being the case, I find it difficult to form concrete applicable ideas to the
characters and setting during the pre-production and design development phases.
There must always be a buffer, a cushion, for change. In addition, trying to work in an
environment with filtered information, one must always be prepared for change.
Therefore, I expected change to occur, possibly the only constant in our process was
the frequency of change.
After my first initial read of the script, and soon after visiting locations for the first
time, some had no resemblance at all of what I pictured in my mind of how the scene
should be. I must note, too, that the writer/creator had the same feeling about some
places when locations were chosen. But in order to make the film a reality, compromise
occurred. The Art Department worked with what we were given. From a design
standpoint, what we did know, without knowing the characters, was a little about the key
players from the writer and director. Of those larger roles; RoboDoc, Jake Gorman, Dr.
Callaby, Gene Butkiss, Mr. Bottoms, Fonda Cox, and Dr. Lauren Mills of the children’s
clinic, we had a clear idea of the world in which they live. That knowledge along with
our location constants; the Ormond Beach Hospital, the Full-Sail boardroom, Leu
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Garden’s Banquet Hall, Cypress Park’s outdoor wedding, and the Orlando History
Center’s courthouse, we began to develop a distinct concept about how to recreate
what was given to us in the script. Much of this development is detailed in the process
journal. Since no single character had total influence over the scenery, I must add that
they all contribute collectively when discussing design of the film as a whole. Therefore,
rather than detailing each character attribute here, I will discuss their individual influence
on the design later in the design process. But the main concept of the film was to keep
things light and humorous. Though the film has a more realistic nature as compared to
theatre, it was less realistic as compared to architecture. And because the budget
became tighter with each passing day, much of our design concepts relied more and
more on set dressing and set decoration.
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COMPREHENSIVE DESIGN PROCESS / BUILD PROCESS JOURNAL

Design Process
Pre-Production

In my theatre experience, the design, presentation, build, tech. rehearsal, and
performance processes occur in distinct blocks of time. There is a very structured
schedule of events for the designer to follow from initial though to physical reality
onstage. The designer may begin with a few sketches developing into a final rendering
and then perhaps a final model. Or depending on the show, maybe the designer begins
with a series of study models, working three-dimensionally through the process with a
final model that informs final renderings and working drawings. The design process is
similar in architecture, as well. An architect usually meets with the client and builder,
and similar to a theatre production meeting, begins the process of design. Though
buildings are more complex than scenery onstage and involve a few more steps, the
design process is similar in structure and is developed through schematic design,
design development, and final construction drawings.
There were similarities between architecture and theatre in this film process as
well. But rather than having one comprehensive design such as a set onstage or a
building, the film was composed of several smaller designs. And though the film had a
well composed schedule that we had to maintain, many of these designs overlapped
one another during the pre-production process. In a way it would be much like
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designing a building room by room, working from the inside out, rather than in
architecture where the design is worked from the outside in. So instead of presenting
the design process as a whole, each design will be introduced individually. Because
this film was composed of many designs born and disappearing simultaneously.
However, as the design process cannot be viewed as one entity, the process of making
this film and the experience I had in the Art Department can. Throughout the film, I
kept a process journal detailing daily events as they occurred. I relied heavily on this
journal for my design process, as it captured many moments in the film that formed my
overall experience. Because each moment informed the next, I introduce the design
processes in chronological order. I also forgo a separate design team dynamic section,
as I feel it is best represented as an integral part of the design process.
I began studies in architecture at a very young age. Beginning early in high
school, I found a program that offered introductory classes to students interested in a
career in design and architecture. Through these courses and contacts, I began
working summer jobs at an architecture firm and getting a feel for the profession. Since
my direction in life had already been planned, I entered the school of architecture from
day one in college until graduation.
An interest in theatre and set design had always been lurking in my mind all of
those years. But my intense focus in architecture prevented any deeper exploration of
theatre. It was not until entering the graduate program in theatre that I was able to
study and learn so much about an area of design that had always been fascinating, yet
unattainable. Throughout the theatre program, a natural curiosity of other areas in
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entertainment design also grew. As a designer, film was one aspect of entertainment
that I always wanted to try.
After a heart-wrenching summer of returning to work in architecture, I began to
question my decision, wondering if I needed to give theatre and entertainment a chance.
Compounded by an ever-present urge to push towards new experiences, I found myself
inwardly screaming for just one more chance at entertainment design.
That chance began with one single phone call. The previous year I had been
asked to do some architectural plans of an existing film studio space. And through
conversations with one of the film professors, I mentioned that I would be interested in
designing for film, exploring the possibility of a career in film. Little did I know that this
person kept my number and later be called to offer me an opportunity to design for film.
And given that I desperately needed a project for my upcoming thesis year, the offer
was one that only a fool could ignore. I was given the chance to work as a designer on
a film with a nationally recognized cast and seasoned professionals. Because I was
taking a leave of absence from work, it was equally important that it was a paid position.
This was my chance to not only be a part of a process that I had always wanted, but it
was a chance to fulfill my university requirements for a thesis ‘show’. I was excited
about the sheer possibility that this job could potentially catapult me into a new career.
The life-changing potential of this project was enormous. Not since entering graduate
school had I felt so alive and ready to take on anything. These feelings reached a
climax upon entering the back production lot at Universal Studios.
The back lot looked much like what I had seen before in film outtakes and
‘behind the scenes’ documentaries. This, I now understood, was the real thing. As I
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was led through the check-in gate to the parking lot and through the building to a
meeting room, I realized that this was beginning to feel a lot like meeting a client or
owner in architecture. However, because it was film, and I was not familiar with film, a
few doubts entered my mind. My mind went into over-drive, and I scrambled to absorb
as much information as humanly possible. Did I meet everyone properly, shake their
hand, and remember their names? Were these people put off by the fact that I had just
gotten off work, and I was still wearing a tie? Did I look too eager and overdressed?
Had I understood the script correctly? What if I had taken on too much this first time?
What if I failed? All of these crazy questions were floating around in my mind. During
the meeting, all departments were introduced, and apparently a lot of work had already
been underway. I felt unprepared. The Production Design Consultant, the person who
initially called me on the job, was there and ready for any questions I had at the close of
our meeting.
The next meeting was much more low-key with the Production Design Consultant,
the Production Designer (now Art Director) at the temporary production office for
Orlando, located in Casselberry, Florida. The main objective was to look over the space
to see how well it might work as a production office and if there was enough room for
everyone. It seemed towards the end of our visit that things would need to change or at
least be rearranged, particularly Wardrobe. Could we actually fit all of the wardrobe
department’s storage along with any future art department scenery and set decoration?
It looked tight. Afterwards, we met at a local coffee shop to discuss budget. Because
the Consultant had spend many years working in film in Los Angeles and Seattle, he
presented a preliminary but detailed budget. This reminded me a lot of program
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budgets I had used in architecture for pricing. Similarly, it was a lot like the kind of
budget a technical director for theatre might use. Having that format already available
saved me and the Art Director a lot of time. We also discussed positions for interns
through the university. My hope was that film projects like this would be of benefit to
theatre design students as simply another career avenue to explore. I liked being part
of education - helping and preparing students and presenting opportunities. Because
the University had already done so much for me, I felt an extreme sense of pride at
what it could do for others.
After a few days of reading the script and absorbing the budget, we held our next
meeting was at the Production Consultant’s house, and my upcoming duties were
becoming clearer. A lot of early decisions were ironed out and we decided that the
Production Office would be in the front of the temporary location (the conditioned space),
and the Art Department/Wardrobe would be in the larger unconditioned space in the
back. After having been in the unconditioned space, I was concerned that it would pose
a threat to any materials stored, not to mention any electronic equipment we needed to
do our jobs. But the focus of the meeting was to find an Art Department Coordinator,
basically someone who manages the entire department’s paperwork, phone calls, any
incoming scenic items, and our accounting. Based on what our budget could afford and
how much the production department was willing to spend would determine if we could
actually hire someone. I was feeling that this was less a possibility and that the burden
would fall on the Art Director and me. It was also clear that the duties of an art director
and assistant art director were much like architecture in that design is part of the
process, but coordination and budgeting play a large role as well.
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I was told in that meeting that this film would be a great opportunity to become a
member of the United Scenic Artists local 829. Basically this would be a backdoor into
the I.A.T.S.E. (International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees). This is something
that would not only be great for an entertainment career in Florida, but also absolutely
necessary if I decided later on to relocate to Los Angeles and pursue film full-time. Also,
it would help for a career in theatre. I was also told that I might not have a choice if I
wanted to retain the title Art Director. It became apparent early, especially during this
meeting, that I may not exactly be able to keep the title Art Director because the
Production Designer might have to take that title, bumping me down to Assistant Art
Director. My priority was to do the film purely for thesis requirements, however, it was a
good time to think about the effects it might later have on my career.
There were many early concerns about the logistics and planning of the film.
One concern was our current Locations person, mainly that she did not have enough
experience to oversee the project. That concern surfaced quite a bit throughout the film.
Another item to think about was the use of professional transport personnel and
whether or not we would be able to afford people licensed to drive a 24ft transport truck.
Other concerns were of the billboard scenes and if they would be completely CGI
(Computer Generated Imagery) or an actual billboard with CGI effects. By that time, a
local CGI team had already been onboard from the beginning, but the Art Department
was unclear on the scope of their duties.
Since most of the filming would be in a hospital, we needed hospital supplies
such as beds, IV bags, and monitors. One problem with that was that film had taken a
nose-dive in recent years in Orlando, essentially wiping out many local businesses that
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catered to properties and scenic supplies. Since my position was much like a technical
director, knowing where to round up supplies and a construction team were of top
concern. Since the team would consist of carpenters, painters, and graphic designers,
my concern was whether or not I would be able to find everyone in time. My experience
in theatre and entertainment was limited to the two years I had in graduate school,
therefore my bank of contacts were far less extensive than other professional art
directors. Having so many issues in the beginning with so few immediate answers
really made me doubt my performance to a degree never experienced in film or theatre.
Interestingly, the Art Director and Consultant brought advertisement clearance to
my attention. I had not thought of that, but any signs or advertisements seen on film
must either be approved or removed. That can become difficult in situations such as
our downtown crash site location where, because the potential for signs and other
advertisements being captured in the shot were likely. Rather than take approve, we
decided to address that issue in the future by creating our own signs so long as they did
not reference any real establishment. Having so many issues stemming from location, it
became clear very early in the preliminary design process that we needed to pay very
close attention to our locations. Since that is also very important to architecture, the Art
Department decided early on to let the location inform the design choices.
One of my first tasks as Assistant Art Director for the film was completing location
visits. Many of these locations were pre-selected by the production team’s own location
expert. Incidentally, the locations ‘expert’ was a local real-estate agent with no prior
location experience. This proved problematic from a production/design standpoint, if
not comical in its own right, to the Art Department team. Having had no knowledge of
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what kind of considerations one should make in selecting a location, some locations
were made without any regard to the logistics of film, trailers, vehicles, etc. After a few
meetings, it became apparent that this needed to change. So the two Producers, the
Director, and our Art Director/ Production Designer went on several all day scouting
ventures to finalize all locations. Eventually, after all locations were found, a proper
locations person was found to manage everything during filming. This allowed the
previous Locations Manager to focus on her current real-estate career. Since I was not
a part of actually finding the locations, my involvement began once the locations were
selected. Because of my skills as an architect, I was needed at various sites to properly
document each space.
In my previous line of work in architecture, I was excited to venture out of the
office and go on site visits. It is essential in design, particularly architecture and of
course film and theatre, to visit the space or place before the design process begins. It
is one of the critical elements in design that is often overlooked by Principles and their
design teams. I was fortunate in my early career to take a large role in site visits and
documentation. If not for the information gathered on site (such as notes, photographs,
and drawings) just seeing the space allows the designer to visually recall that space in
their mind while working and designing the project. For those who have trouble
visualizing space from memory, a vast bank of documentary photos can be helpful.
Recreating space three-dimensionally in my mind has always been second nature;
however photographs are a great tool for recording details, leaving the mind to grasp
the larger picture. But taking the right pictures is the key. Having had much experience
on site visits the documentation process had also become second nature.
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Another crucial task to documenting is to take proper measurements of the
spaces themselves. This was formerly known to me as going on a ‘measure-up’. A
‘measure-up’ is when you visit the site, take larger dimensions of the overall structure
outside, and then move inside to take long dimensions of rooms, windows, doors, and
anything else. This can be very useful in recreating an existing floor plan of a space,
such as a house or other building. Knowing certain wall-type standards, structure, or
common materials used relating to the decade or even century in which the construction
began was also informative in determining, with reasonable accuracy, how to represent
structures. This knowledge from my training in architecture proved helpful to me and
the production team, allowing us to visit a site and efficiently document everything
needed to digitally recreate each location, as well as any other information that might be
needed prior to filming. I was not needed for every site visit, but I was needed for any
that had architectural elements, especially interiors.
Upon visiting a site or building for the first time with the Director, Writer, Producer,
and Art Director, I usually separated myself from the party almost immediately. I made
a first pass of the spaces, visually orienting myself, and in the case of the hospital,
which rooms connected to others and their locations within the overall layout in my mind.
At that point, my objective was to not to think too much about the details of the space,
but rather to understand the mechanics of the space, gather any necessary information
that I would need to take back to the production office, and then return my to focus to
the larger picture of what the space had to offer.
Since our first site visit at the hospital had been locked in as a definite location, I
arrived with an overall schematic plan taken from the original architectural drawings and
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walked around to each and every room making sure to note any discrepancies between
the existing layout and the plan. Since the original plans were schematic and also a
reproduction, they lacked overall dimensions. I also wanted to be careful to not rely on
the scale given at the bottom of the drawing since it was a copy of a copy. So, after
making notes and seeing what kind of space I was working with, I regrouped with the
team to determine exactly which rooms within the hospital we would use. Since even
one floor of a hospital is quite vast, there was no need to measure the entire second
floor. After finding out which rooms were slotted for use, with my tape measure and
notepad, I made a rough working sketch of each space and measured things like width,
length, door openings, ceiling heights, fixtures(if any), window placement and
orientation on walls, columns, and cabinets. After several sheets of room sketches,
enough to draw my own plan, I returned to the group to download any new information
about each space, like what kind of design they needed for the space, or what might
need to change in order to make things work.
Afterwards, I used my digital camera to document dozens of photos of each
space. I have found that it is always best to go overboard with photography in the event
that you have any questions or perhaps discrepancies appear once back at the office.
No matter how carefully the space is measured, occasionally a wall or door may be out
of line. Pictures help even if it just shows how far a window is away from a wall.
Fortunately, the hospital flooring was standard 1’-0” x 1’-0” vinyl tile. And that allowed
me later to note room sizes dimensionally, if unclear in the photo, based on the floor
grid.
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Initially, as I had been led to believe, the hospital was intended to be a built set.
Because I had skills as an architect, this was why I was originally hired for the project.
However, due to budget constraints and time, building a hospital set was unlikely.
Fortunately for us, the Oceanside Hospital in Ormond Beach, located just across the
street from the beach on A1A had sustained some hurricane damage from the last bout
of storms that passed through Florida. The second floor had to be vacated in order to
make necessary repairs, leaving it almost completely unoccupied for some time.
Because the film mostly takes place in a hospital, this became an incredible opportunity
to use the building as the setting for the film. The second floor had all of the
requirements we needed, a nurse’s station, bathrooms, a stainless steel laboratory
perfect for a make-shift morgue, all of the hospital rooms of various sizes one could
hope for, a few operating rooms, an area that could double as an examination
room/radiology room, hallways galore, and most importantly a large space once called
the gymnasium that we could use for the children’s clinic and other various scenes.
Downstairs housed the administrative offices and a cafeteria, both called for in the script.
Most of these spaces were of neutral colors in a generic layout, enabling the Art
Department to reuse, with different set dressings, as different parts of the hospital. Also,
as a film crew can employ many people with lots of equipment, its isolation to the
second unoccupied floor made minimal impact on an already working hospital. All of
these items were taken into account upon the first and subsequent site visits.
My next site visit was Cypress Grove, where our wedding scene was scheduled
to be shot. Since the space was outside, the Art Director and I took as many photos as
we could, walked around the park, and noted its amenities and disadvantages. Cypress
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Grove Park, located in south Orlando near Orange Blossom Trail, is generally viewed
as a less desirable place in town, but it ended up being a jewel. Bordering a lake, it had
a surprisingly gorgeous view, beautiful trees, flower gardens, manicured lawns, and
gazebos. It was the perfect place for an outdoor wedding for anyone, so we knew we
had found exactly what was needed when it was chosen for the wedding scene, which
occurs towards the end of the script. Because the park had everything we needed, no
sets, or drawings for that matter, were needed from me.
The History Center in downtown Orlando, where we filmed the courtroom scene,
was also a wonderful find. But again, the space had everything we needed, and
therefore needed no drawings on my part. Since we were only using the courtroom and
back deliberation room as a law office, and since there would certainly be neither
construction allowed nor any large set pieces, no measuring was needed either. It was
a beautiful space, and it had just the right amount of historic details to be automatically
understood as the stereotypical courtroom. Though now a museum, it still has its old
criminal courtroom in its original condition. It was almost unanimous that we keep the
look the same and alter almost nothing. Everything about it screamed traditional judicial
system. In that respect, the room did more for character development than the other
way around. The History Center also provided the original wood-paneled deliberation
room where we staged Jake Gorman’s law office. Having two different locations in one
building was a huge benefit to the Art Department, cutting a few steps out of set
decoration transport.
The Full-Sail boardroom, another location, was a bit challenging for several
reasons. On the day I went with the Producers, Directors, Art Director, and various
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other production team members, we had too many people onsite which prevented the
Art Department from getting our preliminary work. As they were vacillating from one
idea to the next, whether it worked or did not work as a location, much time was
squandered. In an effort to make efficient use of the time available, all I was able to do
was get as many photographs as possible. However, I decided later to go back myself
that night to do the measure-up. Generally it takes two, no more, one to hold the tape
measure, the other to write down the information, but I did not have that luxury. Having
too many on a location visit, I found, can be a problem as it takes much concentration to
properly measure the space. Also, the boardroom space has a few complex, almost
superfluous curves in its plan. This was offset by another curve beyond the windows in
the hallway adjacent to the boardroom. But after a while I was able to get what I
needed to take back to the office.
The Production staff must have had professional connections to the local
community college film school at Full-Sail. But I wondered from a practical standpoint
how we were going to film at the school during classes. It did not take me long to
realize that the boardroom we were using was not at all the intimidating boardroom I
had expected after reading the script. And I wondered, for the sake of production, if we
could have gotten a better space perhaps at an actual high-rise downtown.
The Full-Sail boardroom, very contemporary in design, reflected a more relaxed
environment through its interior design than anything. Warm colors, blonde wood table,
and colorful-patterned carpet were not ideal choices given that the boardroom in the
script seems cold, rational, uncomfortably modern, aggressive, and intimidating. Also,
the boardroom was located in the center of the building with no skyline vista to view.
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Fortunately, the end of the room contained a bank of large windows looking into a
hallway. While architecturally, perhaps not a great choice, it gave us at least something
to work with. My idea from the beginning was to print a skyline on a backlit drop and
maybe some architectural louvers. With proper lighting, the existing boardroom could
become the boardroom needed to help tell the story.
Just outside the Full-Sail boardroom was their lobby. Though it has a reception
desk, it is mostly used as a lounge for students to gather in between classes. But it too
followed the same color scheme of the boardroom. It was actually a nice progressive
space with good lighting and live giant bamboo planted in containers and in the floor,
and plenty of seating. However, it was not necessarily the cold sterile environment we
needed. But with location concerns, budget, and logistics, it made sense to the
Producers to maintain that space as our RIP Headquarters.
The crash location at the downtown intersection had no scenery, just dressing
and props, so again, no drawings or measurements were needed. For this scene it
needed to represent, the quintessential downtown, a busy city look. At that particular
intersection, we had a great view of the downtown skyline, a major interstate highway,
train tracks, and crossing city streets. Nothing needed to be added or taken away,
which was perfect. Another location was the salvage yard, though not counting pictures,
the first time I saw it was first day of shoot. The salvage yard, used for RoboDoc’s
‘execution’ needed to be the typical junk yard that was full of crushed cars and an actual
car crusher called for in the script. The location chosen had all of those things, plus
more filth than anyone could imagine – perfect. Another location that I was not able to
see until the day of shoot was Leu Gardens which is typically used for banquets and
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weddings. We used it for just that purpose – a hospital staff banquet. For the banquet
hall, we were given a small sheet of paper with a space plan, but we were not adding
any architectural elements and did not need them. However, much set decoration was
added later to achieve the look we needed for a hospital banquet space. And lastly,
Islands of Adventure located at Universal Studios, was used as our ‘Third-world’ scene.
I did not get to see it until the day of the shoot, making it difficult to imagine what it had
to offer. We ended up adding so much make-shift scenery and decoration that I believe
it could have been filmed anywhere with date palms and goats. Nevertheless, it
provided a fun environment to work with in the pre-dawn hours.
Usually, once I have all of my photos, a pad with sketches, and measurements, I
take those back to the office, find a quite corner, and input all of what I call ‘as-builts’
into the computer. ‘As-builts’ refer to how the building is laid out as is, without any
design alterations. I usually do this in a CAD program, like AutoCad or something
similar. I have used different programs in the past, such as VectorWorks or ArchiCad.
Whatever program one feels comfortable with works fine. Though some programs are
easier to use than AutoCad, I have used it for years and have found that many design
professionals are either familiar with it or have it themselves making it less complicated
to e-mail drawing files as well as printing and .pdf drawing files. For anyone doing this
type of work, my advice would be to use what is most commonly used. It just makes for
an easier communication process, less file-type transfers usually correspond with fewer
corruptions. Detailing plans in CAD usually does not take much time, and it is always
great to have plans available of existing spaces to pass out amongst the production
crew, plus it is essential for design work later on. ‘As-built’ plans of our temporary
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production office were made and were very useful in meetings as we needed to quickly
plan out space allocation for different departments. We did not have much space
available, therefore having the Art Department sharing the same space as Production
and Wardrobe was a lot given the space we had.
At a certain point in pre-production, especially after much work had been
invested to the production team, many including myself began to be concerned about
compensation. Though we were in the middle of designing for the film, we all had to
stop for a moment to address the issue of pay. Typically for a thesis based project, I
would expect no financial support and I would basically do the work for free. However,
for this project, I was hired based on my background and capabilities, not because I
might have needed it for a thesis project as they did not know my affiliation with a
school. After giving up my job to take on the film, a move that was based on the fact
that this would be a paid position, I expected some kind of document or contract stating
my pay.
Having to negotiate a contract was something that I was not accustomed to. I
had never really worked professionally in theatre, and architect commissions are always
based on ten percent of project construction cost. However, I had always heard that
contract negotiation was common in film as well as other areas of entertainment. I
wanted to take care of this as soon as possible because I was getting the sense that the
longer we waited, nothing would happen. My first contract meeting occurred on one of
the location visits when one of the two Producers pulled me aside and mentioned that
we needed to sit down together and discuss my title and the definition of my role in the
project. Not long into the conversation, my intuition said to wait until later in the day to
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meet with a few more in Production. I needed time to gather my thoughts, and most
importantly, I needed to consult with someone. When I finally made it to the Universal
Studio’s lot, casting was taking place, so the Producer I had spoken with earlier was
nowhere to be found. Instead, I met with the Unit Production Manager in their office,
and this is when I had my first experience in entertainment negotiation. They argued
that they did not have the budget to pay union wages and that I should not get paid at
all since I was not Union. I felt instantly that there must be some negativity toward me
because I came in on this project without any prior experience. This was not my fault,
as I was hired by them to do this project based on my background in architecture. It
seemed to me that it was just another opportunity for the Unit Production Manager to
voice her preconceived opinion of me, and that she believe it was unfair that I had, ‘not
climbed the ranks of film to get here.’ I felt that my education and background were
sufficient enough to be at least given the chance. After all, this was the first film for
many including both Producers. Here was their chance to not have to pay Union wages
to a Union member, something that by this time would have been difficult if not
impossible to find on such short notice. By this time, I realized that I needed more help
negotiating from someone that had done this many times over.
I had never encountered such adversity before on a job, never in theatre or
architecture, and I felt very confused. Negotiating like that did not seem like the kind of
ordeal one should have to encounter just to do a job. Because the Unit Production
Manager displayed every range of emotion while trying to get me to understand her
point of view, I knew best to leave. I felt strongly that she was holding something back,
something I did not appreciate. My best answer at the moment was to reconvene at a
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later date until we both understood what everyone needed. After leaving, I was very
disappointed at the behavior of these film professionals, and contract negotiations had
to wait.
Soon after, I met with the Art Director and Production Design Consultant to
discuss the progress of the film. This gave me a chance to talk about the contract
meeting I had with the Unit Production Manager. I was assured that this was common
in film, and that this was my welcome trial to film negotiation. I was relieved to know
these things, because I felt it would be useful in dealing with future contract negotiations.
The Production Design Consultant mentioned that he would speak to the Producer,
something that instantly made my life easier. At that point, after wondering what I had
gotten myself into, I really questioned whether or not it was worth the trouble to continue
with such a project. But the fact that I had always wanted to try film, to know how well a
fit it would be, and the fact that I needed material for thesis, such thoughts were
troubling. Also at this point, it was still unclear whether the Art Director would be able to
get the credit of Production Designer, instantly bumping me up to Art Director or if I
would have to take Assistant Art Director.
On the day of my negotiation meeting, the Consultant asked that I not attend the
meeting, suggesting that he would handle everything. After the meeting, he and the Art
Director explained how the process would work. Eight weeks before the day of the final
shoot my title would be Intern, then Assistant Art Director throughout shooting, and at
the end, I would be promoted to Art Director depending on whether I earned the title and
if the Production Designer (Art Director) and Producer agreed with my performance. I
felt that was completely fair, leaving no questions remaining on my part. My only
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reservation at that point was whether the Producer would actually stick to his end of the
deal or not. Without the constant supervision of the Production Consultant, and
knowing that I could not completely count on the Art Director for support, I wondered if
what was said in the meeting would actually occur. I was advised to work as hard as
humanly possible and hope for the best.
Meeting periodically with the Production Design Consultant was very beneficial to
the Art Director and me. It was in those meeting that the Art Department had the best
problem solving discussions on scenic items. One of the most outstanding items was
the vinyl drop we were thinking of using behind the windows in the boardroom at FullSail. By now the boardroom location was locked into the schedule meaning we had to
make it work regardless. Our saving grace in that room was the existing bank of
windows which would be our only opportunity to make the room appear as if it were
located in a high-rise skyscraper. We wanted the feel of power, and nothing says
absolute power more for a boardroom other than one perched atop a corporate building,
a room with a view. My task as Assistant Art Director was to nail down a price for a 10’
x 30’ printed vinyl drop. If backlit correctly, it would give us the effect we needed. So I
took a few existing photos of the space, found a few images online of city skylines, and
merged the two in Photoshop. This allowed both Producers and the Art Director a
visual of what the space might look like once the backdrop was in place. They all loved
it. Since no one was familiar with the program and how well an image could be altered,
the reaction was overwhelming. But since the design image was so successful in
showing the altered space, the Art Department was now obligated to find a cost
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effective drop. I had been so excited at using Photoshop as a communication tool, that
now I had to figure out a way to make it work.
Because the Producers were uncertain about using the windows as a backdrop
from the last location visit, I had not taken detailed dimensions of the windows. So one
afternoon, I went back to the Full-Sail boardroom to do a finalized measure-up to get
accurate information and dimensions of the windows. This later allowed me to
determine a specific size we might need to price the drop. The ceiling was about twelve
feet tall, and the windows were arranged on an arc equaled almost thirty feet. As I
finished, I took a moment to envision what the space might look like with the backdrop
in place. Just seeing what was possible proved exciting, especially to know that I was
able to be part of the solution. I felt proud to be of help, and I was able to use a
previous contact to manufacture the drop. I spoke with an associate at a local scenic
shop where I had interned while in graduate school, and they provided me with a rough
estimate and ensure that they could do such an order on short notice.
Shortly after our preliminary meetings with the Production Design Consultant, the
Producers, and negotiating contracts, the Art Department and Production team needed
to move into our ‘temporary’ Orlando office. This was a necessary part of filmmaking,
because the team can only go so far into pre-production and coordination without
working together in the same office. Moving and setting up the office was far more
chaotic than I imagined, and I had much CAD work left to do in order to print as-built
plans for everyone to use. Setting up was an unexpected frustration because in every
office I had worked in before, everything was readily available to begin working the first
day.
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Upon seeing the office in its ‘final’ state, the space was clearly left unfinished.
Having to take the time to make the space habitable required several days work, and
this forced me to set my design work aside. The Art Director and I spent more time than
available finding paint, supplies, tables, chairs, desks, and printers. And I wondered
why this had not been finished before we arrived. I also felt at the time that it would
have been best to continue working from home, where I already had everything needed
to design. But it was explained to me that making a film is much like starting your own
company. Any office supplies needed have to be gathered by any and all, and
everything a normal company needs as far as licensing and paperwork must be started
from scratch. Most companies I had worked for in the past already had everything
established. But it was interesting, nonetheless, to experience the birth of a new
company. .
Once the office was at an ‘acceptable’ stage of operation, everyone could enter
and work all in one location together. The first to relocate from Universal Studios was
the Unit Production Manager, the Producer, and our Art Department consisting solely of
the Art Director and myself. Internet was available, allowing all of us to check
messages and send requests for information, and it also proved useful in finding
research images for design. With that in mind, I felt that I was finally able to settle in
and crank out as much design work as possible. But our conditions were far from
perfect. The Production Office was the only part of the office that was finished and had
air-conditioning. Though our space was larger, the only part available was the rear, unconditioned space. That was in September in Central Florida and I quickly discovered
that working in the back space was much like working inside a sweatshop. It was
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absolutely unbearable and probably illegal. Not only did this affect our motivation, but
all of our computers and electronics were constantly overheating and shutting down
making any progress on our part impossible. Catching up on the many phone calls was
about all that was possible at the time. More than once, I had lost an entire day’s worth
of work, because my computer would overheat. Considering how much I relied on my
laptop for design work, I was sent home quite often in those stifling afternoons.
What we were able to work on was a design script analysis, basically a script
breakdown detailing the requirements for each scene. I was unclear if that
responsibility was mine, but at one of the meetings with the Production Design
Consultant, the Art Director had a pretty reasonable scene breakdown ready. My
responsibilities were still unclear, and I was getting little guidance from the Art Director.
But I was learning, and that was the real reason I chose to do this in the first place. It
had been difficult to determine any defined pattern to that type of work, as it was so far
different than theatre and architecture yet similar in ways. The planning and
coordination was much like architecture, and the script breakdown and design analysis
was a lot like theatre. However, the Art Director did not communicate well, the
Production Office seemed to have no clear direction, and I had never experience that in
theatre or architecture. My only moments of clarity came from the Art Department
progress meetings with the Production Design Consultant.
The script breakdown was divided according to scenes listed in the script order,
and these scenes were further broken down based on sets needed per scene. For
example a crash scene downtown might need vehicles, tow trucks, mechanic’s props,
and flashing lights. Similarly a hospital scene or set might call for gurneys, signage,
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vending machines, dumpsters, or surgical equipment. Having a script/scene breakdown
according to sets allowed us to predict what kind of set dressings will be used or any
materials needed to actually construct the scenery. In many ways, it was just one more
way to fine tune our budget. That was clear, and I understood that a working script
breakdown was best left in the hands of the Art Director. The Art Director did take the
time to explain each item in the script breakdown, but I am not sure the communication
would have been so clear had the Production Design Consultant not been there.
Having just a little guidance in the process of making that film was of enormous help to
me as it allowed me to focus my energy on designs.
My phone constantly rang during the film, true. But that was a part of film that I
really enjoyed - talking, meeting, throwing ideas, and being on the road to actually make
our ideas happen. Plus, it gave the Art Director and me a welcome opportunity to leave
our sweltering office. It also gave me a chance to get out and see first hand some of
the materials we would use, such as the vinyl for the boardroom windows. I had a few
samples lined up to take back to the Production Office to show the Art Director, the
Director, the Director of Photography, and the Producer. Playing with the light, we
began to have a clear idea of what kind of drop, whether matte or gloss, would work.
The scenic company was able to provide a cut sheet basically listing requirements in
order to email an image of certain pixels for them to print. This seemed to be working
very well, and I was glad to have maintained such a good relationship with the company
after having worked there one summer. It really struck a chord at how one should
maintain good relations with potential suppliers within the entertainment industry. I was
also glad to have, at the office, all key department members working in the same
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location. It did make the design process much easier as we were able to share images
and research in person.
Since there were a few site visits that had no architectural elements, and
therefore no need for measuring, some days the Art Director was out of the office with
the Director and Producer. This allowed me to stay behind and manage the Art
Department and finish inputting drawings from previous measure-ups into the computer.
In a sense, managing the office reminded me much of my first job in architecture. The
Principal Architect would be out of the office visiting clients, leaving me the responsibility
of running the office. Having done that once before, I felt comfortable doing the same
with film. Though, many days I did not envy the Art Director who had to spend twelve
hour days on location scout, which was a direct result from not having had a sufficient
Locations expert. But those days with few people in the office allowed me a window of
peace in order to focus on drawings. Because of the intense heat in the back office, I
would find a spot in the conditioned front production office to work. But at some point, I
realized that the only person wanting to fix the heat problem was me. Trying to juggle
my duties and that of a Production Assistant began to create problems. The Art
Director saw no reason why I should have to take matters into my own hands, but on
the other side of that, the Unit Production Manager saw no reason for Production to
solve those problems either. This caused much friction between the two departments,
mostly due to the personality type of the Unit Production Manager, thus compounding
our already tense relationship.
The tension eased a bit after our Set Decorator arrived on the job. Her easygoing personality had an immediate relaxing effect on the Art Department. And her
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arrival also coincided with our first inter-department read-through of the script with the
Art Department and all key members of Production. For the first time since the
beginning, the whole team was on the same page. Now that we all had a clearer
direction, the Art Department began perusing local shops and hardware stores for set
building materials. One of our first items to tackle was what needed to be build to load
in at the hospital. Part of the idea was to use the large gymnasium space as multiple
rooms, but in order to do that, we needed to devise some sort of panel system that
would give the viewer a sense that we were not using the same room. I had drawn
these panels in AutoCad, with dimensions and a scale figure. Having a clear sense of
each panel size enabled us to determine a price per item. This was something that is
used in architecture and theatre quite frequently. So with these drawings we were now
able to peruse the local Lowe’s and Home Depot to see what was available and to nail
down the exact cost. We came up with the idea for a painted wall panel which can
easily be made of wood and lauan and arranged differently depending on the desired
look. For part of each panel we wanted about one third of the top to look like glass, so
we thought corrugated plexi-glas panels would work. I was pushing towards acrylic
hurricane shutters because it had the reflection of glass, light could pass through, and
its internal rib structure would prevent the camera to view beyond. But these were
pricey, so the Art Director thought the blue corrugated greenhouse panels might work. I
had to disagree, because I was afraid that no matter how much adjustment, they would
still look exactly like what they were intended to be – nothing more than cheap blue
greenhouse panels. Since both the Art Director and I were undecided, we left without
buying anything. I was glad, because I felt the blue panels would compromise our
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design integrity, and the Art Director later agreed. Being responsible with your craft is
something that resonates in both theatre and architecture, and I was proud to have
voiced my opinion. So we were back to the office to begin redesigning.
It seemed that every time I found a nice consistent groove in my design work,
inevitably something not related to design would need immediate attention. One
situation in particular was my meeting with the Unit Production Manager. Early one
morning she came barging in the back, and I could not help but notice here fury.
Apparently there were some territorial issues with hiring interns that I was not aware.
Frankly, I did not care. The Art Department needed help and needed it quickly. But the
UPM was headstrong in wanting control over who gets hired for the Art Department and
wanted those positions filled solely by her affiliates from a couple of nearby film schools.
My intentions were to leave that to the discretion of the Art Department since we were
the ones ultimately working with these students. And since I knew students best from
my own university, most resumes came from there. Not that I was opposed to hiring
interns from other schools, far be it from me to deny someone an opportunity. It was
just that the Art Department should hire their own interns from wherever we wanted.
But in the course of our discussion, the UPM basically threw any professional protocols
away in saying, in a round-about way that I did not deserve to be a part of the team
because I had not worked my way from the bottom as she did. I was floored. Though
faced with such negativity, I felt that I handled the situation very well. I waited until it
was over, and immediately after, I felt that I might just lose it. I pulled myself together
and emailed the Production Design Consultant for his advice. I was extremely
frustrated beyond words but was told that this was probably normal behavior to expect
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from the UPM and to lay low. I took that advice to heart. I felt that a conversation like
that should have taken place directly between the Art Director and the UPM rather than
the UPM and me. But because the Art Director avoided confrontation at all costs, I
could easily see why the UPM decided to load her frustrations on me. These things
happen, I know, and all I could rely on was time for the UPM to cool down. Thankfully, I
had so many errands and site visits that I was able to work outside the office and away
from her.
We were eventually able to come to a compromise. She would collect resumes
from all schools, and I would determine which students were hired. This became more
emotionally complicated that I expected, because it was the first time I had experience
hiring through interviews. Until then, I was always on the other end of the interview
table. Several students arrived with great resumes, but quickly realized that hiring
would be an issue. The UPM failed to notify me that we were hiring with no pay. Since
we could not pay and we needed interns throughout the day, having just about anyone
onboard seemed impossible. I felt strongly that students deserved pay, as would
anybody providing a service to a profitable cause. Some students were willing to quit
their jobs and work full-time, but there again lied another problem. Long hours and no
pay can wipe out just about anyone’s motivation. At the same time, I needed to
interview the position of Art Department Coordinator, an important task that needed fulltime devotion. The position should have been filled by a professional, not a student, but
we had no other choice because of budget. The only solution available was to hire
many students, coordinate their schedules, and hopefully having someone present at all
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times. One of the biggest issues was that I had no time to manage everyone’s schedule,
let alone my own.
Some days were better than others, and there were moments when the phone
ceased to ring leaving time to design. One such day was when I was able to sit, relax,
and relocate my soul as I designed the holding cell for RoboDoc for the salvage yard
scene. What was needed was a cage, not unlike what one would expect for a shark
cage, just something simple that could contain a person. Based on the information from
the character playing RoboDoc’s headshot, I tailored the cage to fit. Because of the
speed in which we needed a sketch, I did not spend much energy researching holding
cells, but I was able to find a few interesting images of prison bars, locks, hinges, and
other cage-like structures. As in theatre, I again found the internet to be a great source
for quick research images. Much of our design process depended on random research
images and the internet was our only source. Since I had always found perspective
drawings to be effective in communicating a design idea, I drew a rendering of what the
cage might look like. The rendering was probably a step above the quick sketch, as
sometimes carpenters use them to help in their building process. However, in case
more information was needed, I also drew plans and elevations in AutoCad. Here, I
found a moment in the process of filmmaking where the task of designing was much like
theatre and architecture. I found the task easy, almost therapeutic as it allowed me to
reconnect with a channel of creativity. The Art Director loved it, as did the producers,
but unfortunately for the sake of budget, that design was cut in the final scene. They
instead, opted to go with materials found onsite the day of shooting.
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Since our budget was low, a lot of our designs depended on signage. And that
was when we hired one of our most helpful interns. We needed someone who was
familiar with graphic designs, so when it was suggested that we use a student in the
UCF film department who happened to work full-time at a sign/graphics shop nearby,
we jumped at the chance. Because this person could devote much of their time to
designing signs and get paid by his own company, it freed up both the Art Director and
me to focus on some of the larger issues of film coordination. We were able to
communicate ideas and have him translate those into clear, color designs that could be
printed in short notice. Our working relationship with Graphics was quite close, as we
could call at anytime and have a preliminary design ready to show the Producers.
Having such a good working relationship with the Graphic Artist allowed the Art
Department a gain a little speed in pre-production. That relationship also informed me a
little into why my own relationship with the Art Director was at times confusing. Not
having prior experience in film required me to ask a lot of questions about the preproduction process, because I wanted to make sure I understood everything correctly
for fear of dragging down the department. Most answers or notes taken seemed very
sporadic, even schizophrenic, making it difficult for me to get a grasp on exactly what
needed to be done and when. Seeing that he was overwhelmed and I was a bit lost at
times, I wanted to help take away all the worries and frustrations. I wanted to do my job
well and ease the workload in the best possible way. After all, this was the reason I was
hired from the beginning. However, I believe in retrospect that he preferred to keep
everything in his head for fear of losing control of the design, as if he would lose credit
somehow. Perhaps the true reason is different, but that is what I strongly felt at the time
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as if he feared I would learn too much. There are in fact, very few people in Central
Florida qualified to be Production Designers and Art Directors, so perhaps I represented
a bit of competition. Rather than make my immediate supervisor uncomfortable, I
backed off. Deciding from that point forward, rather than try to be proactive, which did
not seem to work well with him, I decided to be reactive to his instruction. If the other
method had not worked, then surely the latter would.
But the days became increasingly busy, and I could see much discomfort in the
Art Director’s face, not to mention words as he expressed his discontent with the
production office and Producers. I honestly thought at times that the entire Art
Department would bail and leave the project, and with thesis, I did not have that option.
So I took a moment one afternoon, sat with him, and explained that this whole project
was much like an iceberg, which we would just chip away at it until it disappeared and
everything would be alright. In retrospect, I have no idea why I decided to say that or
even if I believed the words coming out of my mouth, but it seemed to work. Because
life in the Art Department became instantly calm. Because we had found a way to turn
the chaos away and focus inward, I began to see more and more aspects of the film
that I loved rather than what I disliked. Sometimes during the day, when I needed a bit
more information about a particular site, I just left my desk and went. I did not have to
ask anyone, get permission, or have to wait until office hours were over. I was able to
work on my own without restriction or boundaries. Not having a system of authority
constantly hovering about, I was able to accomplish more. This is what I began to love
about the film. Yes, it was crazy, and there were moments when I felt I wanted to leave,
but at least I could just do the work without having to think about something in my way.
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It was what I missed about my first job in architecture, what I loved about theatre, but
what I no longer see in architecture firms today.
I felt great having calmed the Art Department a bit after talking to the Art Director,
but I was in need of comforting as well. A couple of times during the film, I was able to
meet up with the Production Design Consultant on weekend excursions to find Crepe
Myrtles. I had a truck, he needed a truck, and I badly needed the advice. So the time
together worked perfectly. I found just having one day away from the production team a
benefit to my well-being, plus it gave me time to discuss what was on my mind about
the film with someone who had been the industry for years. Through out conversations,
I could describe what was happening, and he would correctly describe what to expect..
This was not something that I got from the Art Director quite easily, so having someone
to guide me through almost always made the following days better, as if I were now able
to focus. Also, I began to understand that most of the problems stemmed from budget,
that there was not enough nor was there enough production experience on the part of
the Producers. But the Production Design Consultant explained that issues such as
intern pay, scenic budget, locations, and overall management did not have to exist, that
film is not typically like that since the process is much cleaner and precise in large
budget productions. This was very useful information, because I did not want this one
experience to tarnish my view of film altogether. This was such a great opportunity for
my career and my thesis. Having just a few moments periodically with the Consultant
always dispelled any fears, if not just to remove myself from the project far enough to
see the larger picture and gain some perspective.
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From that meeting forward, I made it a top priority the first day of each and every
week to sit down with the Art Director to ask questions and understand what needed to
be done that week and the following week. Information would not come to me;
therefore I had to force it out. And because of this, our sign design process ran
effectively on a schedule where we could expect preliminary proof drawings from the
designer, and by email we were able to give the ‘go-ahead’ without having to traverse
back and forth to the sign shop. Having the luxury of a sign designer added much time
to the Art Director’s schedule and my own. And we needed extra time, because the
Production Office refused to pay for what is commonly known as an Art Department
Coordinator. So we were stressed to manage all paperwork, petty-cash, invoices,
schedules, phone calls, and inventory between the Art Director, myself, and the Set
Decorator. Having interns were a blessing, however the Production Office did not want
to pay the interns either. It was not until I.A.T.S.E., or the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees, paid them a visit and demanded intern compensation and
protection. Otherwise the project would be completely shut down. I could not have
agreed more, because interns had financial burdens just as anyone else. The same
would have applied to me had the Consultant not defended my salary. Had I been
intern under the UPM’s guidelines, I would have worked the same 12 or 14 hour days
six days a week for nothing other than experience and training. Experience and training
have their merits, however eight years of school and three years of practice would have
been in vain without pay. The interns that remained throughout the project were an
absolute blessing. If one was better at labor than paperwork, the other seemed
comfortable with coordination though less with physical work. So I felt our Art
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Department had a reasonably balanced crew. Not having to record all the paperwork
freed my time considerably to focus on designs. By the first few days of October, the
Art Department needed as much help as we could get. The first and subsequent days
of shooting were quickly approaching.
In those few days left, I was able to get most all of the signs for the whole movie
designed, signed off, and processed. But one sign that could not be printed was the
exterior North Mercy sign. An exterior sign like that was much like an architectural
element, and I had designed brick entrance gates and signs like that before in
architecture. So with a few hospital sign research images pulled from the internet, I
began to sketch a few ideas. We were using and existing floor pattern found in the vinyl
tile at the hospital as our inspiration. That pattern was the basis of many designs as it
became the one consistent thread for anything related to the hospital. This was the only
time in a sketch process that I turned to AutoCad to help. The carpenter needed a
three-dimensional drawing of the sign as a working drawing, but I needed correct
dimensions to add to the sketch. AutoCad was useful for that, because it determined
the dimensions for the angled pieces. So we submitted what really looked like a rough
sketch, though more though went into that sketch that most would know. After a week
or so, the sign was delivered. Having the sign, along with all other signs there in the
office really made the entire Art Department proud.
Being in the Art Department daily, I was able to witness a ‘professional’ world
that I had before never experienced. I was becoming familiar with how an art
department should run with the Art Director and Set Decorator sitting right across. And
wee were also using our space as prop and set dressing storage, so it was getting
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easier to keep track of what needed to go for which scene and what we lacked. Also in
that space was Wardrobe. Wardrobe needed the space at least until the Orlando
shooting was over, and then they would move on to one of the empty rooms at the
hospital. Much of their work at that point had been off-site, all over town, and in parts of
Los Angeles, so it was interesting to have that department present. Thing that I would
not have ordinarily though of was that they did not dare bring any of the higher paid
performers back to our space for measuring. We lacked air-conditioning, and the space
had begun to look more like a roadside flea market. But she did bring in some of the
less-known talent for a make-up tests and fittings. It was exciting to look up from my
work and see her process, because it reminded me much of theatre as actors, directors,
costumers, and designs work in one space towards a common goal. Architecture is
different, since architects, interior designers, and contractors rarely work together in the
same space. Perhaps architecture would work best if all worked freelance.
Spending time with the Art Department team allowed me to notice other things as
well. Though I was quite aware of my own weaknesses, I began to notice other team
member’s limitations as well. And my intuition on this proved helpful. I noticed that I
was working with a lot of introvert personalities, not a good quality for communication.
So, if anyone had reservations speaking or communicating with one another or even to
outside vendors and suppliers, I found myself becoming quite comfortable being a
mediator between the two, and I discovered a previously unknown knack for
communicating and coordinating with all of our scenic suppliers. I actually enjoyed
meeting new people and having conversations, mostly because I had information
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coming to me directly, and I did not have to ask the Art Director. I felt more as a part of
the process than before and thus had a better idea of what needed to happen.
Something else that I grew to enjoy was designing in Photoshop, as it allowed
me to take an existing photograph and translating a design idea accurately. I had used
Photoshop a few times in my undergraduate days, but it was through the Master’s
program that I really understood how useful a tool it could be. If a design did not need
specific dimensions, such as our Ambulance, RIP boardroom and lobby, the Kangaroo
Court seal, and several others, Photoshop was the easiest way to quickly render an
idea.
For the Ambulance, the Art Department had hired a local scenic painter with
some experience in automobile paint. What they needed was an image, basically
similar to a paint elevation used in theatre. So I took a few photos of the existing white
ambulance, and through layers in Photoshop, I was able to manipulate contrast and
color tone of the existing white paint. This allowed me to keep the shadows consistent,
so the final image looked exactly as if the Ambulance had already been painted.
Seeing the final image was thrilling, but showing the Art Director and Producers was
even more thrilling.
I followed a similar process for the RIP boardroom; however, there were some
differences. I had taken several before pictures of the space, and the Producers
wanted to see what it might look like with the RIP logo in place. Photoshop has the
ability to create and bend text in a layer, and the program can also adjust light, direction
of light, and intensity on an object. So on a few layers, I was able to bend the text in the
appropriate perspective, give it a metallic finish to reflect the light, and then I adjusted
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the lighting on the text to match the existing room. After taking a few photos of the final
set, I was excited that the design image matched the set almost perfectly. I had also
used Photoshop to show the city skyline for the boardroom. The Producers loved it,
though the final image submitted to the printer was a bit different than the actual set.
This was due to image size and clearance. However, it gave the Art Department a clear
design direction for that space.
One image that I spent the most time was the one that ended up being the only
set piece used. Since we were using the downtown History Center for our courtroom
scene, the museum curators would not allow any scenery other than images carefully
applied to the wall that could be easily removed. And we needed a courtroom seal
behind the judge. Since the image would be shot close with the camera, it needed
sharp details and high resolution. So I found a few research court seals on the internet
and made a photo-mosaic of each creating a final image. I had to be careful that the
light on each metal sliver remained consistent in the overall design, and Photoshop
allowed me to do that. And since I was the only person in the entire crew who knew the
program, many new doors of communication opened between our department and the
rest of the production team. They were able to literally see what the space would
become, alter if necessary, and even accurately price items to maintain budget. I was
thankful to provide that skill, and it also gave me a chance to practice that skill. The
program has been highly useful to many theatre designers for rendering lighting on
models, and it is my hope to bring that use into architecture and interior design.
Lighting is crucial onstage, and I believe it is critical for interiors as well.
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Apparently those skills did not go unnoticed by the Production office. One day,
after arriving to the office, I was greeted by the Art Director. Before I even got out of my
truck, he pulled me aside and said that the Production Office was granting me my full
agreed salary and that I would be receiving weekly checks beginning the first week of
shooting. My heart stopped beating, and for the first time during production, I felt a little
piece of heaven. It affected me so much that the rest of the day flew by at such
breakneck speed, and I think I actually got three days worth of phone calls, rentals and
other designs out of the way. Granted, having the salary was great, as I needed
something to live off of for the remainder of the film, but it confirmed something that I
had always questioned. Getting paid let me know that my work and my efforts were
appreciated, that I was actually worth something to somebody. They did not have to
pay anything knowing that this was part of a thesis requirement, my fault for letting that
information slip; however they did. It also told me that my years of education were
working. Because I felt appreciated, I now felt part of a group; that these people in my
department were becoming my temporary family.
As the days of the calendar drew closer and closer to our October, 15th date of
shooting, the Art Department and Production Office just got nuttier and nuttier. I loved it.
My life was not necessarily getting easier, but because we were able to meet our
department’s requirements for our first round of shooting, I was feeling a huge sense of
accomplishment. We were not out of the woods yet. Actually, we had not even gone
into the woods at that point. But we all knew what we were up against, and I could not
wait until one scene after another was completed moving on to the next and the next. I
did not dislike filmmaking, but I was eager for the project to be over just in order to think
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once again. I had worked at the architecture firm up until the day I had started, so it felt
like I had been running at full-speed for a long, long time without a break. Actually, one
of the most attractive aspects of film was that its life cycle is very distinct. It begins,
lives, and ends. Architecture was never like that, because we almost always juggled
many projects at once, and some can drag on for a decade. Architects never have a
commemoration when a project ends, nor is there any celebration when a project
begins. And that was what I was learning to love about film, especially what I loved
about theatre. Discovery and processes are revered as if the connection is channeled
from the divine. Moments in architecture seem less of a blessing and more as if they
were expected; as if architects believe they are gods of design. Theatre designers and
some in film seem to understand well that inspiration and problem solving are derived
far from the human ego. And it is that absence of ego that allows one to work, not
because you should or are required but because you love it.
I was still creating designs up until first day of shoot, but I increasingly found that
part of the design process involved running all over town finding supplies. Many days I
would barely leave my vehicle, and time at a desk was rare. I would be at a paint store
one minute, a local scenic shop later, over to the sign shop to drop off and later pick up
graphics, over across town checking on scenery, meeting a scenic supplier, or traveling
off for some rental provider. But I loved it. I absolutely loved being out and about
actually making things happen. I found the moments almost soothing if one can
imagine, because the hours on the road allowed my mind a chance to relax and prepare
for the upcoming days. Traffic was never a bother, just something to deal with, and I
found that since I was not forced to concentrate on a single task all day, as I frequently
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did in architecture, I was able to get more planning accomplished, and more ideas
would come through.
Production

Our first day of shooting was more exciting that words can describe. I
experienced something totally different than any other job I had ever had before. As it
had been described to me earlier in pre-production; once the train leaves the station,
there is no turning back. Most all of us felt like our hearts were living in our throats at all
times, so we were excited to get the show on the road. All Art Department call times
were before sunrise, sometimes hours before sunrise. Though we had a team on staff
to load in and load out all of our scenery and set dressing, the film so low budget that all
of us pitched in to get everything set up. The Art Director and I were there to direct
people; although as someone unfamiliar with the process, I took direction directly from
him and the Set Decorator.
Our first scene was the Jake Gorman commercial scene which was filmed at a
local news station. We were recycling an existing television set, so most of the design,
as most all of the designs, depended on set dressing and decoration. Because the Set
Decorator was responsible for most of that process, I was not needed. This allowed me
to tend to other pressing matters at another film location at the downtown Linx station. I
needed to deliver a sample of our duratran for the boardroom skyline to the Art Director
to approve; the duratran is basically a large photograph or graphic printed on backlit
mylar. While I was there at the Linx station, the writer/producer decided that as they
were filming one of the ambulance scenes, we needed larger caduceus graphics. As
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they were painting the ambulance a few nights before to look like a racecar, someone
had removed the caduceus thinking it was unnecessary. A caduceus is a blue star-like
cross with a medical emblem of two snakes intertwined around a staff. And since most
ambulances in the United States display them, we needed it as a recognized symbol of
the medical profession. Once filming began, a lot of the design process had to move
quickly. Since the crew was in the midst of filming, I had to immediately find a place
that could print my design in no more than an hour. But because our first day of shoot
was on a Sunday, no place in town was open or even available for that matter. That left
the entire scene in my hands as I rushed back to the production office to design and
created one in Photoshop. I have never had so much pressure on such a simple design
ever in my life. Holding up the whole production even for a couple of hours would have
cost a lot of people a lot of money. But, I was able to find a local print shop in town that
could take my altered image from my computer and print it on laminated adhesive vinyl,
and I was amazed at how much I could accomplish in so little time. The whole process
seemed messy, but it was the most excitement I had ever had on a job. Once
completed and handed over, I usually returned to the Production Office to set up our
schedule for the following day.
Life back at the production office was completely opposite of that on the shooting
location. Hardly anyone was there, though the phone rang constantly. But the relative
peace that I found back at the production office gave me a few moments to reprocess
my experience from filming. I noticed that there were quite a few people in film that
seem to be just standing around doing nothing. Our entire Art Department was
scrambling at every available moment working quickly, and I did not understand how
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anyone on the Production side had any time to be idle. It seemed quite confusing, and
it was something I noticed throughout the film. I had never experienced that in
architecture. Though our days were not always as lengthy as film, our intensity was
high each hour of work.
Many design issues surfaced throughout shooting. One was that the camera
view was very sensitive to any discrepancies on painted surfaces. On one occasion we
needed red touch-up paint for the ambulance, because during the process of painting,
someone had spilled or nicked the surface leaving marks. Since we were filming in HD
(high-definition) any almost imperceptible mark would show up on screen later. So, we
had to be very careful with painted scenery. I found this interesting and quite different
from painting onstage where the audience is far away and the paint technique must be
exaggerated. The camera picks up every minute detail, so our work had to be precise,
clean, and sharp. Again I was all over town trying to find a very specific paint to match
the red that we needed.
Something else early in filming that needed attention was our signage. Many
times during filming, the Director or Producer would want to add a sign here or there at
a moments notice. The Art Department had previously scheduled all signs to be printed
and delivered a few days before each applicable scene. So I needed to get our master
sign list (a list of signs per scene and per day of appearance) to the sign designer and
the sign shop. They needed to know our schedule ahead of time, and we needed a
vast bank of signs just in case they were needed for a scene. This affected our budget,
because the shop had to tack on an additional cost to expedite production. But I felt the
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effect it had on the budget was undermined, because with sign coordination out of the
way, the Art Department could focus more on set dressing.
A lot of people across the board, in the Art Department and the Production team
constantly had a panicked look. Only the Director consistently remained calm,
throughout the entire film. I noticed that because of the Director’s control, his immediate
team radiated the same emotion, regardless of any chaos. I learned something, that
one must be highly aware of how you present yourself to others, because it sets the
tone for the entire crew. Had the Producers and the Art Director followed the Director’s
lead, many of us would have done the same. Because I spent less time with everyone
in the afternoons, most of my psychosis was easily dealt with early in the day while
loading and unloading sets. I had never realized before in practice or in theatre at how
my mood is easily influenced by others.
Many weeks had passed since my first location visits and being back at the same
place on the day of shooting. The Leu Garden’s banquet hall was one of them. That
particular day was great despite the Art Department running like crazy to set up the
podium, drapery, a wild wall, ferns, and tables with each and every setting for all of the
guests. I enjoyed the process, and we were able to get everything set up with a little
time to drink in our work before shooting. For a few brief moments, I sat back and
watched the performance. It was exactly as I imagined, and it reminded me a lot of
theatre tech. rehearsals. While working on the film, rarely did I ever get a chance as a
designer to take a moment and see, from a distant perspective, the work. In theatre, it
is crucial to do so, as I had learned through trial and error. Also I noticed the cast for
the first time. It felt really great to be working with people that I had for years seen on
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television, because it really validated my choice in a career change; that I seemed to be
headed in the right direction.
The following day was totally different than the day at Leu Garden’s. And I
began to see a great disparity between design communication between film and
architecture. For our wedding scene, shot at Cypress Grove, my only design input was
research images. These images were helpful, as the design closely resembled what I
had gathered. But this was one example of design that the Art Director kept locked in
his head the whole shoot. I could never figure out why he did such, as if it were a way
he protected his credit. I had always learned that you share your thoughts with your
team members and to let everyone know every move, because it makes the process
smooth. Architects and theatre designers communicate through drawings. We must do
that in order to prevent misinterpretation. For most of these scenes, there were few
drawings or sketches. I had asked countless times what we were planning to do for the
wedding scene in the weeks prior, and the topic was always changes rather quickly. I
would have gladly sketched each scene, much in the same way a storyboard artist
details each moment. But at the time, I assumed the Art Director had already done
those. So for the wedding scene, which consisted wholly of set dressing and a fabric
wedding tent, there were no designs from my end. All that was left to do was offer my
labor getting everything set up - the chairs, the tables, and the tent. But because the Art
Director had never communicated his ‘design’ or ideas, I had no clue as to what was
really going on. Had everyone had a clearer idea on what to do, we would have been in
and out of there in record time. I think it also had a negative effect on the outcome of
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the design, as it looked a bit haphazard. All of this disorder could have been prevented
had we used a common set of drawings.
Our next location was the salvage yard. The location was hot and dirty, very
filthy, but I loved it. Far different that the sterile environment of an office, almost every
sort of human discomfort one could image existed at that location. Because the salvage
yard was one of the locations I was not required to measure, our day shooting there
was the first time I had ever seen it. As a lesson in construction administration, I arrived
to find that things did not look like what I expected. The cage I had beautifully designed
had been scrapped, unbeknownst to me, and another was in its place, one made of
barrels and items found that day. I felt a bit peeved a first, but the cage worked well
enough. Plus, I was having an okay time, so I just told myself to let that one go, not
worth the regret. I was told my cage was never built because of budget, however I was
under the impression that it had already been constructed, at least that was what I was
told by the construction guys. Normally, I would have been livid to that out so late in the
game. But we still had so much to do and so little time to do it, so I could not dwell on it.
The vinyl eyes for the car crusher that I had designed in Photoshop were in place. But,
they looked just like they were hot off the printing press, too crisp and white. This we
had to change. So, I climbed on top of the crusher with a handful of oily dirt, almost like
ash, and proceeded to cover this huge crusher all over, giving it an aged effect. It
reminded me of spatter-painting scenery in theatre. Everything happened so quickly
that day that I never knew if the scene had a unified vision, but everyone seemed very
happy. Having a bit of time to kill later, I was able to congregate with the Art
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Department crew for a while, really getting to know everyone on more of a personal
level.
Our shooting schedule was a bit different from pre-production, where in preproduction the week was somewhat Monday through Friday. The shooting work week
was slated for Sunday through Thursday. Having at least one day during the weekend
to shoot more evasive public scenes helped, as most ‘normal’ people have that day off.
However, many Fridays were spent back at the production office. One particular Friday,
I was scheduled to be off, but I needed to go in briefly to make a hardware return. We
often bought items, actually used them, and returned them the next day to get our
money back. I did not feel this was ethical, but it was what I was told to do, and we did
it quite frequently. I had never known that type of selfish disregard in theatre, and I was
shocked to find it in film.
I would normally describe myself as someone with a higher than normal standard
for business and I felt that returning an item after it was used was similar to stealing.
But I noticed that the pressure of time affected my behavior, that I was not immune to
the stresses of film. The company we had used to print our duratran backdrop for the
boardroom scene had delivered 12ft x 30ft mylar in two pieces. They were supposed to
have it professionally taped together in one piece, something our little Art Department
did not have the time, experience, nor space to do such. I had made it clear to the
company doing the work that the duratran had to be in one piece, so the two pieces had
to be returned. On my way there over the phone, I learned that they were overcharging
us $1000, not the quote I had received earlier. This presented a huge problem to our
Art Department budget since everything we spent was down to the wire. The Producers
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blamed the Art Director. The Art Director blamed me. It was not my fault, so I blamed
the company. I had to correct the problem immediately by calling the printing company
and arguing for the better part of the afternoon why I was overcharged for work when I
was never quoted the price to begin with. Generally I never yell, so I felt terrible for
raising my voice to the company representative. The person I had become, at that
moment, was the cold unforgiving person I expected the film industry would create. It
was a rather sobering moment, since I felt that no job was worth compromising the soul.
I also found myself overly defensive to the Art Director’s attack at what really was not
my fault. But as soon as tempers settled between us, it was interesting to see how
violently two people can clash and manage to be working side by side as if nothing had
happened.
But we were getting a lot accomplished for such a small team. Our Third World
Scene at Universal Studios was approaching and we had to construct all of the scenery,
die fabric, and load everything into the truck for a very early morning call time. Since
the scene relied heavily on constructed pieces and we had no sketches, drawings, or
ideas from the Art Director, the process of building each piece was incredibly frustrating.
Again, I would have gladly provided drawings, but the Art Director led me to believe that
everything had been taken care of. And because of this, the night before a 3am load in,
the entire Art Department was out behind the Production Office late at night randomly
constructing set pieces and dying fabric. Afterwards, we had to disassemble and
number each piece, load it onto a truck, and pack all set dressings. I was shocked to
find this kind of inefficiency on a professional job.
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The day we shot the Third World Scene was one of the most draining days I had
ever had. But despite its flaws in coordination, I enjoyed being part of the load-in
process. The Art Director, Leadman, Set Decorator, Set Dresser, and I began the
lengthy process of unloading each piece from the trucks. Parking was tragic, not like
any other location. Being at a theme park, it was almost impossible to back our trucks
up exactly where we wanted to unload, thus much carrying was needed. All of our
cypress logs for our bazaar were set up and it was just a matter of putting them all
together and wrapping them with the dyed fabric, eventually dressing everything with
what the Set Dec. had collected. She had done a fine job of purchasing antiques.
Once we had scattered straw all over the theme park and unloaded the goats,
something the park officials did not like, the sun finally began to rise. One of the most
frustrating aspects of load-ins was that we seldom know what we are doing because we
simply could not see, we had no light. After sunrise, however, we were able to see that
we had indeed done a fine job.
Another difficult, but fulfilling day was set construction for the boardroom scene.
Our men began fabricating the architectural louvers, and I had a few interns paint letters
for our RIP Healthcare Corporation lobby. Work went well and quickly that morning. By
that afternoon almost everything was complete and painted. Once shooting started, our
team relocated to another part of the school to set up our letters in the boardroom and
lobby. And they just looked perfect, just fantastic; exactly as I had designed them. Our
louvers looked great, Set Dec.’s curtains were nice, and everything was as expected.
And I probably had such a huge sense of pride because it was one of the scenes that I
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had designed. We were also using drawings to communicate with the crew, and I
learned how critical it was to have a working set of drawings.
One of the best days of the film was shooting the courtroom scene at the Orlando
History Center. We did not have much time to set up, but we also did not have much
scenery other than installing a small courtroom seal. Nevertheless, it was great to see
my design being used. At the same time we were decorating the old jury deliberation
room for Gorman’s office scene. It looked great, though much credit must be given to
the location and not the dressing. It was one of the most relaxed days on the project,
which allowed me to spend a few moments with my professor who was stopping by to
see our work. I was excited and thankful that the day was a lot more relaxed than usual,
as it would have been impossible to meet any other day. Granted, I would have liked to
have shown more scenic work, but it felt wonderful to have someone from the University
there to see everything.
Our filming at the History Center put an end to all filming in Orlando. Everything
from that moment forward would be at Ormond Beach. And because our location would
be constant for the remaining time, the pace noticeably changed for the better. Most of
my time was spent going back and forth between the Production Office and the hospital
- a lot of driving on my part, but I secretly enjoyed it. I was asked if I would rather stay
at a hotel in Ormond Beach until the end of the film in late November, but I declined. It
saved the Production Office money on hotel, and while my mileage reimbursement was
not much, and it gave me a chance to sleep every night in my own bed. My call times
did not change, meaning I had to wake up earlier to factor in the drive time. But it
meant a lot to me to keep a certain distance from the rest of the production team. We
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were already spending most all of each day with one another, so being able to put a
great physical distance between me and the hospital allowed me to keep a personal
buffer as well. I liked everyone fine, but I value my space. Most importantly, I was well
aware of my need for personal space. It is something that I value so intensely, that it
alone may later determine if I have a career in film or not.
The architecture of the hospital itself provided much of the scenery, so most work
was in set decoration, items we all had unloaded at the hospital. A lot of my time there
was spent painting scenery, installing signs, hospital logos, and other little things.
Generally part of each day, I would be at the production office in the mornings running
errands for Props, making Set Dec. returns, coordinating accounting, filing petty cash,
check requests, and any other ancillary jobs needing attention. I was always busy but
with smaller jobs that what I had in pre-production. But the shear volume of such kept
me running back and forth between Orlando and Ormond Beach all the time. It was at
that time that I was less an Assistant Art Director than I was an assistant to everything
and seemingly everyone. I did not mind much since it kept me as busy as the days in
pre-production. Any task someone could not do because they were at the hospital, I
gladly took upon myself. Early mornings were the norm for a while. Seeing 4am
flashing across my bedside clock was not unusual, nor was a packed bag always in my
truck in case one of those all-nighters popped up again.
Though I enjoyed my distance from the hospital, there were times when that
separation proved problematic. On one occasion, I had asked Props repeatedly if the
dimensions given to me over the phone were the correct ones. I actually asked about
four different times before I filled out the rental paperwork. So when I got to the hospital
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one morning, as I knew would happen, the television did not fit. Of course there was an
official, probably documented, flat-screen crisis. So, I flew out of the hospital on a props
run to find a specific colored dark wood-grained contact paper. That was not such an
easy task. Had my presence been at the hospital at the time, we could have
circumvented such a blunder.
Another situation happened with a simple dumpster rental I was trying to
coordinate from Orlando to Ormond Beach. It was clear that the distance was
preventing us from making a decision, so I decided to drive about an hour south to New
Smyrna to talk to the rental company. Everything for the rental was verified and
paperwork was filed, all seemed to be going smoothly. But the next morning, I was in
Orlando thinking that everything was running smoothly in Ormond Beach. That was a
mistake. As soon as I arrived at the production office there was a crisis with the
dumpster delivery. Apparently the delivery guys, on assumption, picked up the wrong
dumpster and delivered it that morning. Again I was on the phone with the rental
representative trying to get that dumpster removed and replaced within an hour’s time.
My heart was in my throat all morning, though this time I did not raise my voice. But the
Art Director, once pacified, mentioned that this type of mistake happens in film quite
often as we use items not for their intended purpose. He mentioned that I had probably
never experienced that in architecture because everything we use is for its intended
purpose. I had to agree.
Around mid-November we were shooting exterior scenes at the hospital including
the exterior sign scene. I was excited since I had designed the sign and could not wait
to see it installed. The sign was designed to spell out North Mercy, as in North Mercy
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Hospital, however we also designed it so that when the ambulance ran into it, the letters
would fall, and the remaining words would say ‘No Mercy’. It was a call from the script
that the Writer relentlessly defended. But from a few test runs, our resin letters were
falling and cracking on the base. So when I got there, everyone was covering the base
with all of these ferns and plants. I understood the intent, but I felt that all of the plants
looked out of place and that the sign looked foreign without seeing the base I designed
for it; a base that grounded it properly. Again though, I let it go. Fighting for a design
was something taught to everyone graduating from the architecture program. After five
long years of defending designs, it was difficult to learn how to let go. But the process
was getting easier.
Since I had printed design drawings for the children’s clinic, the day of shooting
went well. We had worked much of the construction the night before, so it was pretty
much ready that day. It was the first time the Art Director explained to me why we were
so pressed for time. Ordinarily, we were supposed to have a day or two for preparation
before shooting any particular scene. Instead, we generally had only a couple of hours.
He mentioned that this was more like episodic television and less like film. Since he
had worked a number of years in the film industry in Florida, he mentioned that most
low-budget films were like episodic television. In larger budget films, he stated that the
cushion in budget allows for more time in filming. So the budget directly corresponded
with the shooting schedule. This was useful to know for future projects. And it
reconfirmed what had been suggested to me by the Consultant, that if I wanted to
pursue a career in film, I would have to move to Los Angeles. Because it was there that
the industry flourished. I knew that, but in the years of graduate school, I had grown
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fond of Florida. And I wondered what kind of effect that fondness would have on my
future career decisions.
I could feel the film coming to an end, and by that time, I could not have
welcomed it more. We were all tired and ready to move on to different projects. Aside
from a few performers from Los Angeles flying into town to pay visits to their friends on
set, not much excitement was happening on set. Our department spent a lot of time
boxing things up to send back to the rental suppliers. Purging our items from the
hospital was about the most cleansing feeling I had ever had.
I was still getting up early ready to work at 5 and 6am but as the days of
November wound to a close, there was less and less to do. We had been going so
strong all of this time, that I almost missed our chaotic mornings loading scenery and
setting up in those god-awful places. I really missed it. Because the ending of our part
of the film coincided with the Thanksgiving holidays, and because I had not been home
in such a long time, nothing was on my mind more than being able to leave to visit my
home. A little loading here and there, and the team and I would break for nice lunches,
breaks where we actually had time to finish our meals and get to really know one
another. But I could begin to feel myself and others emotionally and spiritually pulling
away from the project. You could see it in everyone’s face. And it was quite sad in a
way, as I had enjoyed the company of the Art Department crew. They would be missed,
though often at the end of the day I could not wait to get away from everyone.
One of my last days at the production office, I got there early as usual. I knew no
one would be there just yet, but I wanted a few moments alone in those rooms just to
soak in all the crazy work we had accomplished over the past three months. I trudged
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around fixing locks and other things we had broken, thinking about everyone and
finishing my journal. The project was almost over. I could not believe this project would
almost be over. It had been, and always would be a huge part in my life, and I could
only hope to do it once more in the future. After I cleaned up a bit and drove a few last
returns, I thought about how great everyone had been, the people I had to deal with
outside of production and how much fun I had meeting new people, talking to different
folks, and getting to know their stories. A little after noon that day, I gathered my things
and headed towards Ormond Beach for the last time. We helped one another with a
few things although much had already been loaded. Shooting continued for a while, so
I was able to sit and spend time with everyone in my department. There was a party
later that evening, and I was really excited to go and celebrate a bit even though I was
already exhausted. The Executive Producer managed to get me a room in the hotel
where all the crew was staying. Though the room was not worth mentioning, I could tell
that it was probably one of the best at the hotel. And it meant a lot to me that she was
spending the extra money to get me such a nice room; I really appreciated the gesture.
I was not planning to stay however, because I had to leave after the party and pack for
my long drive home. It was so sad, and I almost cried when I hugged everyone,
especially the Director who held his cool and looked as if he loved life every moment of
the film. Despite all of the chaos and conflicts, never before had I ever grown so close
to co-workers. And I realized how important it was to me to have such a strong working
relationship with everyone, because those relationships helped fuel my passion for
design.
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The absolute last day of the project for me and the Art Department was
Wednesday, November 22nd. I got to the office early with very little to do except wait
for our last truck to load everything into a storage unit for Production, as everything did
belong to them. I had arranged with the architecture firm that I would not return until
January, leaving a few weeks of downtime with my family. These breaks in life are rare,
increasingly so now that school is in its last year, so I was eager to leave town and see
everyone. Plus, a few weeks off gave me time to condense my thoughts about my
experience on the film. I spent lunch that day with a few members of the Art
Department crew, thinking the whole time how much I would miss them. The Art
Director decided to stay at the office, perhaps from exhaustion, or perhaps he needed
his own alone time with everything. We said our goodbyes. I made a promise to myself
to always stay in touch with everyone whenever possible. It was a long, long drive from
Orlando to home. And on that lonely drive, all I could think about was how proud and
thankful I was to have had the opportunity to meet and work with such people, to have
had such a difficult yet wonderful experience in this life. I had been so drained every
moment, but I felt so alive throughout the process. As the day ended, my journey was
over, and my head hit the pillow. All I could say to myself, for having taken the risk, for
having jumped, was ‘thank you.’
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COMPREHENSIVE CONCLUSION

Director / Writer Relationship
As mentioned before, the screenplay for RoboDoc was written by one of the
Producers. And since the Writer was also Producer, that meant he was also one of the
Investors, probably one of less than a dozen. The Writer was also the primary Investor,
which also meant that he assumed most of the responsibility of ownership for the film.
With that much responsibility over the success of the film and the success of other
Investors, it was understood by all in the Production Company that his word ruled the
project. And as chief administrator over the film, he assumed ownership with a very
tight grip, at least in the beginning. The Writer was open to suggestions at times, but if
he had a clear concept about the way something should look or the way a scene should
be blocked, his ideas were taken very seriously.
However, this film was a first for many people in the Production crew. It was the
first major film for the other Producer, it was the Writer’s first film, and it was also the
Director’s first film. Though the film was considered low-budget, the budget still ran
over two million, perhaps closer to three. With so many financial ties to the project, I
wondered why the Writer would have chosen a first-time Director. I understood it was
his first time, but why would he be remotely associated with inexperience? Suppose the
film flopped at the box office, could that not potentially equate to a huge financial
disaster? Even if the film went straight to video, the audience could reject it. I thought
about that a few times during the making of the film, and I had a couple of ideas.
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Perhaps the Writer and Director had worked together on previous jobs, thus forging a
well established working relationship. Surely that would facilitate a better understanding
of one another’s process, thus making the process of this film easier. Or, maybe the
Director was so eager to take on the project, that he was more receptive to the direction
of the Writer than other directors. The Writer was not easy to work with, in my view,
perhaps other directors turned down the offer. But, the more I started to really think
about the relationship between the two and the relationship between the Director’s
concepts to the original work of the Writer; I realized that I just did not fully know
anything about their working relationship at all. Even if I had noticed some
correspondence between the two in the beginning, not too far into pre-production, the
demands of the film on our Art Department prevented many meetings between me and
the Director. At a certain point, most questions were directed to the Art Director alone.
And I realized early on, that most everyone working on the film was so isolated to their
own work, that the cross-referencing of ideas between departments was unlike anything
I had experience in architecture or theatre. The sharing of ideas was different in that
there seemed to be a lack of clear communication. A lot of information discussed
between the Art Director, the Director, the Producer, and the Director of Photography
was filtered from me. Maybe that filter existed in other departments as well. Having
that filter in place meant that the Art Director was in total control of the Art Department.
This was far different that my experience in theatre design where the director shares his
concept with the designers without limitation. Even architects make sure drafters are
aware of design intention, least anyone make uneducated guesses.
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I thought about that filter, and why it existed. And after a few conversations with
the Production Design Consultant, the reason became clear. In film, a structured chain
of command is in place, Production Designer, Art Director, Assistant Art Director, Set
Decorator, Set Dresser, Props, Leadman, and so on, reminding me of the military in a
way. Other departments had that as well, for example: Producer, Director, First
Assistant Director, Second Assistant Director, and Second-second Assistant Director.
Every film has this structure in place, from Los Angeles, to North Carolina, and even in
Florida. But according to the Consultant, what makes that structure different in Florida
is that most in the industry do not have formal educations. And that meant that a lot of
people on this film had to work for years, gradually moving up in rank. So these people
guarded their positions fiercely. This was different that architecture or theatre in that
education and training happen simultaneously. Though in a way, I had worked my way
up; my way had been different than theirs and mostly through academics. Someone
coming in on a project for the first time with a title and an education probably made a
few uncomfortable, as if I were a threat to their job security. I understood their
perspective, but not having the experience in film, I was unaware of structured
commands and ‘filters’. So, oblivious that I was probably ‘jumping’ ranks in order to get
information, I inadvertently made the filter stronger. And this became increasingly so as
the film progressed. So, it is difficult to look at how the relationship between the
Director’s concept and that of the Writer affected my choices as a designer or even how
it affected the concept of the Art Department. Information was fed to me, with discretion,
by the Art Director.
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However, in the early days of pre-production, the filter was at its weakest. And
what I was able to gather was that the dynamic of the Writer’s concept and Director’s
concept was different than in theatre. The Writer was present daily throughout filming,
and it was his responsibility to maintain his concept rather than the Director. During
filming, the Director’s job was pretty much left to maintaining action, consistency, and
the filming schedule of each scene. Aside from calling ‘action’ or ‘cut’, the Director was
under the constant supervision of the Writer. Also, the Director took much advice from
one of the higher profile actors from Los Angeles. A few times, I noticed the actor giving
performance direction instead of the Director. As much as I was able to gather, this
seemed to work well enough for everyone. We were able to get the project finished.
How did this affect the decisions of the Art Department? That I cannot say for
sure, because again, my work operated from filtered information. But I believe that the
design decisions made by the Art Director had more to do with budget and location
rather than the Writer’s concept. I think the Writer had to remain flexible throughout the
whole process because budget and location informed scenery, sometimes scenes.
Budget and location changed a lot in pre-production. Based on what the Writer wanted
for each scene, locations would be found, and out of those locations some were
narrowed down that fit his concept best. However, a few locations just did not work,
forcing the Production team to rethink a scene. And sometimes the Writer would rewrite
a scene based on what was available. If there was not enough in the budget for a
particular scene, items would be cut leaving the Writer to rethink what was most
important about each scene and what to include. In an ideal situation, I am sure the
entire look and cast would have been different. But the Writer’s concept had to have an
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open dialogue with location, budget, cast, and any fluctuations in between. Any
changes made to a scene or set, eventually would trickle down through the Art
Department. So, change did open room for creativity on my part, but that creativity was
devoted more to problem solving and less to the overall artistic vision. Most of what I
designed was based on what I was told and what the Producers wanted to see.

Design Choice Summary
Because I was taking notes and suggestions from the Art Director, who was
himself taking direction from the Writer and Director, the film was a collaborative
process. But, it was more of a collaborative process of making rather than a
collaborative art. The main objective for the Art Department was not restricted to design
alone. In theatre, and in architecture, the designer is responsible for creating the visual
world in which the action takes place. It is the responsibility of the technical director and
contractor to oversee construction. Our Art Department was not only responsible for the
overall visual feel of the film, we also had to build a lot of sets, load everything into a
transport truck, unload on location, remove scenery after filming, and pack everything
back in the truck. Once every item made its way back to the Art Department
warehouse, we were then instructed to make sure each location was left in its former
condition. So taking all of those duties into account, much of our design process
depended on logistics. Set pieces had to be transportable. And because some of the
‘built’ sets were actual locations, a lot of design focused on set decoration to enhance
these spaces. These items were usually small - tables, chairs, plates, plants, things
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that you would expect a room to accumulate after a period of use. On a low-budget film,
most designs rely on set decoration and location rather than built sets. Comparing lowbudget film to larger-budget productions is similar to a one-act student funded play to
that of a season finale main-stage. The student production would probably rely more
on props to tell the story, whereas the main-stage would most likely have scenery. And
since the Art Director’s background was as Set Decorator, most of these ‘designs’ were
under his jurisdiction. Because these designs were his thoughts and intentions, they
were filtered from me. Therefore, I cannot really say what informed his design choices.
What I did know was that most set decoration relied on what was available locally, what
could be rented, and what was the least expensive.
I understood more behind the design choices I made with the Art Director. A few
examples of these come from the Hospital, Boardroom, Ambulance, and Children’s
Clinic. The hospital we were using was much like any typical hospital. The color
scheme was pretty much neutral beige throughout. However, on one of our first site
visits, we noticed a couple of places in the floor pattern that deviated from everything
else. It was a blue rectangle of vinyl tile inset with an orange-ish diamond. Since we
were not certain, at that point, whether the pattern would appear later onscreen, we
decided to keep that design as the basis for everything related to the hospital. Although
the blue and orange evolved into teal and buttery school bus yellow, most items such as
hospital logos, nametags, and the exterior sign followed the original rectangle/diamond
pattern. Though the floor design never appears onscreen, the pattern at least offered
the Art Department a way to maintain consistency. Having that pattern as such a strong
element throughout the film, reinforced the importance of location visits in pre84

production to all members of the Art Department. It was also interesting how one small
aspect of a location had so much influence over a design choice.
Another location driven design choice was from the Full-Sail boardroom. The
best possible atmosphere for the RIP boardroom in the script was one that had lofty
‘power’ view of a downtown skyline. Some of the most expensive real-estate in the
country is downtown, and some of the most prestigious spots downtown are atop
skyscrapers. The Art Department and Writer wanted to maintain that look of power, yet
we had no view. Luckily, our boardroom, buried deep within the building did have a
curved bank of windows at one end. Though our windows overlooked a hallway,
because they were already in place, I immediately knew the answer. Having spent a
summer in television set design, I was familiar with the use of backlit duratrans. We
could use that behind the windows as a background of a city much like those used by
news broadcasts. Because the windows were in place, the Art Director, Director, and
Writer were able to visualize the space as suggested. So it was the windows that drove
the direction of design for that room. Considerate architecture is one that takes into
account nearby context. A building downtown should have a rhythmic dialogue with
each existing structure. It is what makes for a well-planned urban fabric. Responding
to the existing windows in the boardroom was much like designing with context.
Context is important, because the solution to the design may already exist.
However, each set is different; therefore some design choices are inspired in
different ways. For two particular sets, the Ambulance and the Children’s clinic, our
inspiration came not from context but from image research. For the Ambulance, the
Writer wanted our existing white ambulance painted to resemble a race-car. In the
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script, one of the ambulance drivers had an affinity for speed and drove erratically. We
wanted to take that idea from the script and translate it to the design of the Ambulance
itself. With a few images of popular race-car designs from the internet, the Art
Department was able to determine a color scheme and decal pattern. Because car
racing is popular to a portion of America, the Writer wanted the Ambulance to resemble
a popular winning race-car. Since there are only a few highly successful drivers, the Art
Department chose the color scheme of the Jeff Gordon car – red and blue with yellow
and orange flames with a large yellow number decal. Our Ambulance became blue with
a red top and flames peeling down the front with a racing number of ‘911’.
For our Children’s Clinic set, we also used photo inspiration. We noticed a lot of
children’s clinic research images incorporated basic shapes and primary colors. So our
set, constructed of 4’ x 4’ square wood panels, was covered in blue, yellow, and red.
Though, we added green later to have an even number of colors so we could arrange
the panels in an ambiguous pattern. The Art Department did not want the audience to
find a pattern in the wall, focus on that, and ignore the action.

But, wherever possible,

our furniture, toys, games, and other set dressings also followed a similar color scheme.
Using photo research and variables of context have been enormously helpful in
designing sets for theatre. And, that part of the design process is important in
architecture as well, taking into account the site, adjacent buildings, historical research,
and so on. So, I was intrigued to find the same design process used in film. Because it
reaffirmed that those skills learned in architecture and theatre were important to a
possible career in film. I felt that I had grasped enough skills from my education to be a
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significant contribution to the Production team. And hopefully, as my design career
progresses, my skill level for theatre, architecture, and film will evolve as well.

Design Approach
So much of what we were able to create depended heavily on budget and
availability that the overall quality of set and set dressing, I think, suffered. It was
successful in the fact that the Art Department was able to do the impossible and get
everything designed, set up, and taken down within the schedule of time. This is
probably said many times in film and theatre, but had there been more budget allocated
for design and set construction, I truly think that the end product would have been better.
And the reason I bring that up is, because and increase in budget directly increases the
scenic elements. More scenic elements would have given the Art Department more
control over the design. What we were able to create was okay, but it can always be
better. But since the budget could not change, what are some other areas that could
have made the design better? For one, proper planning of locations could have
circumvented a lot of design issues. Some locations we used were ill-fitted to the scene.
Take the boardroom for example: the room had no city view, and the color scheme was
opposite the cold, sterile feel the Writer intended. I believe it would have been possible
to use the clout of the film and the distribution name of National Lampoons to retain an
actual high-rise boardroom with a nice view. Many times during the film, the Art
Department used the name to get what we needed, so it could have worked just as well
with the Production Department. We could have also saved money on scenery, and we
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could have easily filmed at a downtown location on a weekend when most are away.
The courtroom scene at the downtown History Center, on the other hand, was great.
So much thought had gone into finding the correct location that we needed hardly any
scenery at all, thus saving a lot of money. So I learned that excellent planning in
locations is hugely important to the overall success of the Production team. Had the
Production Office properly invested their budget to hire a Locations expert, many
problems as seen from an Art Department lens would have been circumvented.
Also in designing for theatre, I have had the opportunity to be a scenic designer
without design restrictions. For me personally, having unlimited access to information is
key in being able to successfully design. And in theatre, I always had direct access to
the director, lighting designer, costume designer, or technical director. In film, my
information was filtered - least I surpass the Art Director. After having had a taste of
that kind of creative freedom in theatre, and in architecture, it made the experience as
Assistant Designer difficult for film. It is not because of ego that makes that difficult, for I
am all too aware of the responsibilities of the head designer. But it was my access to
information, and I like having control over how I get my information. Similarly, I found it
difficult in film design because, though it is a collaborative art, some people claim design
ownership strongly. A few times during the film, I noticed that the Art Director would
take credit for one of my designs. Though I never expected accolades, that kind of
piracy completely freezes my creativity. In turn, it makes for a difficult balance between
making suggestions and letting the designer claim ownership of each design. Do I try to
help when I know help is desperately needed, or do I sit back and let the designer have
full reign over the project?
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For some reason, I have never noticed that kind of design ownership struggle
between different architects working on the same project. Perhaps it is because it is
well understood that those given the opportunity to actually design are either the
company owners or those with many years of experience. A good company is one that
tests developing designers by asking for suggestions, giving their ideas a chance, for
failure is only part of the growing process. But all get credit for their input. In some
firms, most seem to understand their place in the design process and rarely extend
themselves beyond their boundaries. In others, suggestions are welcome, and
boundaries do not exist. In either method, all are aware of collectively working toward a
common goal. I can see the viewpoint of the controlling designer though. I suppose
that the times I was able to be scenic designer, I felt such a huge connection with the
design that it almost seemed more like a parent/child relationship than anything else. I
would want to nurture that design, watch it grow and develop with suggestions and
alterations, and ultimately I would feel so overwhelmingly proud to watch it perform
onstage as if I were a parent watching my child debut. But I was also quick to realize
the assistance and suggestion of others in my design. It is part of the reason that I find
it impossible in theatre to strike my own set. Film was so much like theatre and
architecture and yet so different. The processes were similar, but the hierarchy and
structure were so different, that I found it incredibly difficult to gauge my place or my
boundaries. Why should we even have boundaries, though?
I felt confused much of the time because although I was Assistant Art Director,
the Art Director himself had no design background at all (though he did have years of
film experience as Set Decorator). Many times I would get the impression from a few
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key players that they were impressed by my background and abilities. Yet at the same
time, I would get an undeniable feeling that, because I had not followed their path of
working the ranks for years to be in the Assistant Art Director position, that my
suggestions were ignored or that their was a clear distance separating me from
locations scouting or speaking directly to the Production team. There was such a tight
hold a lot of people had on their jobs, that I feel it hindered the creative process. I was
there to learn and to fulfill my requirements. And I wanted to learn. Not once did I try to
own a design or expect praise. But I fully expected the Production Team to understand
my background and to use it for all it was worth. I was there to help the team in any
way, shape, or form - to do the job at hand. But rather than apply my training and
education, I was isolated.
Many times they used me for CAD work, Photoshop renderings, and sketches
because I was the only person on the team able to do such things. But because of my
theatre/architecture background, I was able to do so much more. Though I understood
there was much to learn in film, I felt that my years of architectural experience and
theatre training were worth an audience. Had it not been for those skills, I fear that I
may have missed out more in the design process, because many times the Art Director
would consciously protect design ideas and never discuss with the Art Department team
until the day of load-in. I suppose this is common protocol, but not fully understanding a
situation until after the film was discouraging. I found this frustrating because I felt that,
though the Art Director depended upon me heavily, he missed out on a lot of skills and
ideas that could have been beneficial to the film and perhaps his own portfolio. Rather
than keeping my wings clipped, we could have both flown.
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Much of our designs relied on set dressing, though many times I had no idea of
what to expect a set to look like until the day of load-in. Also, many times after having
helped set up, I stood back and noticed severe deficiencies that could have easily been
prevented had they been discussed weeks prior through a set of fresh eyes, those eyes
being mine. Though each set satisfied the Writer, Director, and others, I felt that their
satisfaction lied mostly in the fact that the job complete, finished. But did the Writer
really feel that each set was the best fit for the script? I think everyone was just worn
out and standards dropped. Why after so many years of planning were these guys
giving up?
But should I have voiced my opinion? Was it my obligation to speak, or should I
have kept my thoughts shut? What did I learn from all of that? In retrospect, I truly wish
I had maintained my strong personality throughout the film. I was as tired as anyone,
but I should have voiced my opinion regardless. If it meant getting terminated for
jumping ranks, at least I would have been true to my own standards of art. Even if I had
spoken out of line and suggested a mistake, at least I would have learned from that
mistake.
I feel so strongly about this now because I feel that the general audience,
average everyday people, whether they have a design education or not, are highly, by
nature, design aware. We are visual creatures. Human beings rely on sight more than
any other sense; therefore it stands to reason that we all have an innate sense of what
is visually appealing and what is not. My most prevalent fear is that the project will fail,
that it will lose money. Though my finances were never attached to the film, my name
and my credibility is. However, I must remind myself that I have yet to see the final
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product, and without having done a film and seen it on screen, a part of my experience
in film design remains to be fulfilled. The first time I see the film with an audience, their
reaction will tell me more in two hours time than I could possibly imagine right now.
Much has yet to be learned.

Process Successes
Despite my concerns over the project, I felt that many areas of the process and
production were also successful. First of all, given the scope of the film, the fast pace of
each scene, the timeframe in which we were given to design, the absence of time in
which we had to load a set in and strike each set, at times daily, I felt that the Art
Department’s involvement was quite an achievement. As this had been explained to
me, a film with this many set/location changes requires a certain budget for construction,
transport, and man-power. We had neither, yet we were able to get everything done, all
within our tiny budget. This put a huge strain on our department that is not normally
experienced, as many of us took on several roles outside our own. This was not
specific to the Art Department either, as I am sure many in the Production Office had to
do the same, though the Production Office severely underestimated our needs. I think
given what we had to work with, we did come up with some rather ingenious creative
ways to tackle scenic problems.
I also feel that there were some successful developments in my own professional
behavior. The film was yet another avenue in the professional world that I have had the
opportunity to experience. From architecture, to theatre, to television design, and now
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to film, I have been able to see how design works in various fields. And my experience
in this film presented different challenges that I otherwise might have never encountered.
Having had such a rigorous schedule and extreme negotiation conflicts with the Unit
Production Manager really tested my resolve in ways that surprised me. Had I
encountered such a person before theatre, in architecture, my first reaction to negativity
would be more negativity. My theatre education had been so much more than just a
professional development; it has been a spiritual development as well. My theatre
education really helped me find a channel of creativity that was not based in ego.
Designer ego was taught in architecture, but it did not belong in theatre. Though it
exists in film, it certainly does not belong there either. It was also the first time in my
career that I really paid close attention to how others deal with stress and conflict, to
really be able to clearly see the outcome of how one person deals with a situation in a
positive way and how one operates in a negative way. For that knowledge alone, I
would gladly give back my paycheck, figuratively speaking. After having watched the
Director, with his cheerful outlook, daily radiate the same from each member of his team,
I noticed how differently his department ran from the Art Department. What a difference
professional behavior made in managing employees.
Though my current education has allowed for major progress in my design
abilities, I feel that it has simultaneously developed my spiritual/emotional progress. As
all of life is a test, and how you react to those trials ultimately sculpts the person you are
to become, the past three years have been quite an inward examination of the person I
am and the person I hope to be. I feel that I have gained so much a self awareness in
the past few years, especially by the end of this project. I have had many opportunities
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presented before me in the past three years, opportunities that I could have easily
turned away. But taking on those challenges, to date, has to be the most significant
success in this life.

Personal Analysis
No matter how many times I look back and reflect on all of the frustrations the
film caused in my professional and personal life, I have to reiterate how incredibly
wonderful it was to be a part of that process. I entered architecture at such an early age
thinking that I was doing what was right and that I was focused in the right direction for
success. I had achieved a long held, difficult goal upon graduation and proceeded to
find the life within that I had held back for so many years. But, by the time I entered the
workforce and after a few years of living the most erratic self-destructive life one could
possibly manifest, I had overwhelming and oppressive feelings that I there was
something else in life that I could have done. I felt I could have done more, and that
there was more in life that I could explore and understand. The profession was not bad,
as it gave me exactly what I expected, and I was having as much ‘fun’ outside of work
as anyone could expect. As this life began however, I felt as if I were slipping into a
rhythm all too familiar. Would I be in that town forever? Would I work in the same office
for most of my life? Would I be doing everything my soul sought out to do, and would I
later reflect as an old man how proud I was to have done what everyone else said was
the right thing? Who was I trying to please? What was I trying to please?
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Unknowingly, my soul was taking its last few breaths right about the time the
most chaotic, painful, unimaginable Hell crept into every pore of life. My inner being
was dying. However at the same time, it was being slowly replace by a life yet lived; a
life only acknowledged in past daydreams and what ifs. Entering the program was one
of the most terrifying but exhilarating experiences ever. I had always been so terribly
busy that all deep interests in theatre and film were squelched, better to be extinguished
than to combust out of control. The intuition that I learned to depend on so heavily
during the film, had I paid closer attention to that earlier in life, I would have understood
that theatre was my first desire. An interest in design came at adolescence,
architecture was the only avenue available and the first path I took. And I feel, at this
point, I have successfully trotted that path. But it was theatre and entertainment that
sparked that passion from the beginning, yet how could I have been so blind to turn an
eye away from it?
It was not until the wrenching process of shucking off my old façade, the
moment that you are most vulnerable and raw; that theatre became visible. I had
reached what I felt was a dead end on one road of life, a devastating destination, but a
moment of clarity revealed yet another. A closer look and that path had paralleled the
previous the whole time. That path was not there because it had to be there, that it was
the only alternative, it was there because I had placed it there, laying the tracks
alongside for years. The moment had finally come to journey elsewhere. And what a
journey it has been. At a time when one is free to scatter energy in every direction, to
explore and absorb all that is available, my time in the program has allowed and
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encouraged that. In scenic design, I found myself for the first time in life saying, ‘I love
what I do.’
Curiosity for other areas of entertainment developed as well. For, if I loved
scenic design that much, how much would I appreciated other areas of entertainment
design? Film was one of those places that I wanted to try, to be given one chance to
see first hand what it would be like to design for film. As with theatre, film was in the
back of my mind, but without the chance, I would have never known those emotions.
Perhaps thoughts have more power than we tend to believe. Because just the same
way theatre happened, film became a reality as well.
Working on the film was, at the same time, everything I expected and nothing
that I ever imagined. Though it has been one of the best moments in my career, it was
also one of the most difficult. I was terrified the whole time, if not for my performance,
for the film and the Art Department’s success. Regardless of my reservations, daily the
film pushed me outside my comfort zone, and in the end, I am only thankful.
Looking back, there are many things that I am proud to have done and many that
I wish I had done. What have I learned in this film that can be applied in other jobs in
life, possibly other films? For one, if I were to do another film, I would always strive to
remember how a positive attitude affects others. Human emotions are, for some, the
most difficult to control, and negative thoughts and words promote only negativity.
Positive actions, though more subtle, are remembered and do have a profound effect on
the overall success of the project. While this was clear before I took on the project, at
times one lets their guard down.
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With so much time spent around a group of people, we tend to quickly form
casual relationships where dialogue is open, forgetting that these are our coworkers. It
seems there is a fine balance between forming open friendships in professional
relationships especially in the film industry. Thankfully the Director was probably the
best example of what to do as a film professional. He never showed his fear. There
were also several whose actions were the antithesis of the Director. Unfortunately,
those people had more influence on the rest of the team than one could imagine.
Through trial and error, I quickly learned that the best way to deal with such persons is
to just smile and say, ‘no problem.’ For one of the best aspects of film is the job
turnover. Any difficult personalities will soon be gone. However, one must remember,
film, like theatre, is a small community. Actions and reactions on one will affect the next,
if there is a next.
If given the opportunity to do the film over, it is difficult to say what I would have
changed. This of course is the only film I have done, and I felt that I handled myself to
the best of my abilities at the time. I enjoyed my experience with the Art Director,
however I feel that a different learning experience could develop if given the chance to
work for a different Art Director or Production Designer. I have also found that my
strengths lay more in set design and less in set decoration, and I wish that the film had
incorporated the need for more sets. I love architecture, though I love replicating that
on stage and perhaps in film even more. Many times during the film, I had an aching
need to actually design and construct a whole set; a need that remained unfulfilled. As
much as I enjoyed parts of the film, I have learned that my place in the film industry
would probably be best as scenic designer, perhaps less as production designer.
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Having done many different and unexpected jobs on the film forced me to explore duties
beyond my comfort zone. And it is that comfort zone that I so desperately sought to
escape prior to my graduate career. In that respect, I have succeeded.
At this point in my life, I have been fortunate in finding experiences and
answering long asked questions of ‘what if’. Having done the film was such a huge
moment, of which I will forever be proud. I have always wanted to do architecture, I
have always wanted to design for theatre, and I have always dreamed of designing for
film. Thankfully, life has allowed me to do each. Having been able to do all three has
given me a variety of experiences and skills to help me find, within myself, what I love
most. Throughout most of my life, I have always had the impression that people do one
thing, they are lucky if they do it well, and that’s what life is about. But I have learned
that my view was incorrect. Through all of the soul searching and curiosity, I have
found that, and more than anything, I love design, all aspects of design. There is no
reason whatsoever that I should force myself to do one over the other. I love
architecture, I love theatre, and I love film. Passion is one of the most elusive yet
intense emotions we can experience. Any reservations I might have had about each,
whether I am better at one over the other is immaterial. Love for an art is reason
enough to understand that it is not how well you perform, but how well you enjoy your
performance. And I am loving every moment.
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